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ABSTRACT 
Spontaneous Raman scattering studies of bilayer systems of tbe lipid 
molecule Galactosylceramide 13-su!phate, or cerebroside sulphate (CBS) in 0.5 and 
2.0 M KGI and LiCI solutions in H~'p have been carried out with tbe samples at 
temperatures between 10 and 90" C and at thermal equilibrium. By monitoring 
the intensities of the 28-15, 2885, and 2935 em - I bands in the C-lI stretching 
regIOn of the lipid bydroe:lrbon chains , packing characteristics of these chains 
within the lamina of the bilayers are elucidated. For example, the 2885 em-' 
band is attributed to the Raman-active asymmetrical stretching mode of CH~ 
units along the chains superposed over a broader, intense band due to Fermi reso-
nances with the CH2 rocking modes at ~1450 em -I. Drops in the relative inten-
sity of this feature indicate a lessening of the degree of chain-chain interaction in 
the bilayer, and an abrupt change in this intensity with a change in temperature 
is an indication that the lipid bilayers have undergone a phase transition with its 
associated changes in hydrocarbon chain packing. This transition might be 
between two gel phases , perhaps interdigitated ones, or between a gel phase and 
the fluid phase. 
Unlike for the case or neutrally-charged lipids such as the phosphat idyl cho-
lines, having either symmetric or asymmetric hydrocarbon chain lengths, the 
observed main phase transition temperatures to the liqUid crystalline or 8uid 
state T .. in CBS were only slightly affected by the effective length of the acyl 
chain attached to the sphingosine b3.Se of CBS. This was seen in the differential 
scanning calorimetry results of J. Boggs el.al. , and in the results reported here. 
T m depends more heavily on the species of cation in the aqueous environment of 
the CBS bilayers than on the acyl chain lengths. Potassium, having a smaller 
bydr3.ted ionic radius, is (ound to shield the 50£ charge in the CBS beadgroup to 
a larger extent than lithium cations, and this is reflected in a higher gel·liquid 
crystalline phase transition temperature. Another etre<:t studied is the further 
increase of T m through the addition o( a single OH group to the carboxyl end of 
the acyl chain in the saturated 19..carbon species of CBS. The additional inter· 
headgrollp. hydrogen bonding is thought to produce this increase in T m' finally, 
the myriad of smaller-enthalpy phase transitions observed by Boggs el.al occur-
ring below T m in their DSC data are not observed here in gene ral; hints of other 
phase transitions occur only (or some CBS samples in K+, and not for Li+. 
Gaiactosylceramide J3·su lphate is a predominant charged lipid in the myelin 
sheath surrounding axons in the nervous system of all vertebrates. Knowledge of 
the equilibrium phase behavior of CBS in environments similar to those in ner-
vous tissue would aid those involved in the medical study of nervous disorders, as 
well as contributing to the understanding of lipid dynamics in general. 
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CHAPTER L INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The concept of the lipid bilayer is a fairly recent one, and in the last few 
decades interest in this system has grown dramatically out of obscurity and into 
the forefront of biomedical research. Such bilayers form the basic structural ele-
ment of the molecular membranes that partition the matter of living systems into 
functional elements, such as tbe various organelles in plant and animal cells, and 
thereby enabling the establishment of the various diffusion gradients and ionic 
potentials that drive toe mechanism of life. Study of the properties of both 
natural and model molecular membranes is thus directly pertinent to almost any 
process connected with cellular function, and is currently being carried out by 
researchers in such diverse fields as solid state physics, spectroscopy, biochemis-
try, and medicine. 
Natural membranes are complex systems composed of essentially two classes 
of molecules, namely, lipids and proteins. The nature of the lipid portion of these 
membranes was suggested by Gorter and Grendel in t he 1920's. They performed 
monolayer experiments with lipid extracted from human erytbrocyte membranes 
by introducing the lipid onto a water surface of known area. Lipids are amphi-
philic molecules, and spontaneously form a thin film where the water-soluble ends 
of I he molecules are at the surface and the insoluble ends protrude upwards into 
the air, like soaps which are simple examples of lipids. From their estimation of 
tbe surface area of the red blood celis, the area of their monolayer, and other 
considerations they concluded that erythrocyte membranes were composed of a 
double leaflet of lipid molecules \11. Today we know natural membranes to con-
sist mainly of a bilayer of lipid molecules with embedded protein molecules that 
serve various functions, the proportions and species of both classes of molecule in 
a given membrane being dependent on the membrane's function [2,31. For 
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figure 1.1 
Representative Illustration of a natural cell m~m­
brane. following Singer and :\ficolsoo's fluid mosaic 
model. ( from Weissman and Claiborne, 1975) 
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example, the membranes in mitochondria, where metabolic reactions occu r in 
animal cells, have a. lipid-to-protein ratio of roughly 1:1 by weight, whereas in t he 
spira ll y- wrapped myelin membrane su rroundin g the axons of nerve cells this 
ratio is closer to 9:1 [4}. This is consistent with t he Cact that myelin is an insula-
tor , which inc reases nerve conduction by limiting ion transport across the mem-
brane except at discrete points known as the nodes of Ranier, so th at nervous 
impulses jump rapidly from node to node instead of propagat ing at a slower rate 
down an axo n. This insulative property would tend to be disrupted by the pres-
ence of p ro t.eins in the lipid biJayers. In fact , where ion t ransport is necessary, 
cer tain proteins specifically provide this by forming 'channels ' through the mem-
brane [5]. The lipid bilayers are thought to be two-dimensional fluids, as per the 
fluid- mosaic model of Singer and Nicolson [6] (fig. 1.1). Cholesterol , which is a 
flat pla.r. .\( .ipid molecule shorter in length than most bilayer lipids, exists in 
vary ing proportions within the bilayer interior. Its presence seems to have a con-
trolling effect on this fluidity [7] through a range of environmental conditions. 
,\5 was mentioned above, lipids are amphiphilic molecules. Typically , each is 
composed of a polar, and therefore hydrophilic! headgroup and two (or less com-
monly one) hydrocarbon chains possessing a very low affinity for water and thus 
described as bydropbooic or lipophilic. Aside from choleste rol there a rc two main 
groups of biological lipio.s, the glycerophospholipids and the sphingolipids. Tbe 
headgroup of gJyceropbosphoJipids contains a phosphate group and is connected 
to two hydrocarbon chains through a glycerol moiety. The chains, each derived 
from a fatty acid and either saturated o r containing double-bonded carbons, or 
even having branches IS}, arc attached at the carboxyl end to carbons Land 2 of 
the glycerol, and the phosphate to carbon 3 (see fig. 1.2a). The two acyl chains 
are usually of different lengths in lipids found in natural membranes [4, pp 30]' 
and where one of them is unsaturated it is usually the chain closer to the phos-
phate [0]. The glyceropbospholipids predominate in cell plasma membranes, of 
which those whose beadgroups are based on the alcohols choline and ethanolam-
ine seem to be most numerous [21. 
- 5-
figure 1.2 
Representative lipid molecules commonly found in 
biological membranes. 
a) A typical glycerophospbolipid, di myristoyl phos-
phatidylcholine. 
b) A sphingolipid, in particular one of the lipids in 
the current study; a-hydroxy stearoyl galactosyl-
ceramide J3-sulphate, or C18:0h-CBS. 
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Spbingolipids a.re based on ceramide, a derivative of the long·chaio alcohol 
sphingosine with an n·acyl chain attached to the moiety's amide linkage. The 
sphingosine moiety has a characteristic chain length of 16 carbons, while the 
Catty acid chain can be of varying length, usually 14 to 26 carbons. The hydr~ 
philic part can be similar to that of the phosphate-containing glyceropbospboli· 
pids, as in sphingomyelin, or can be based on a sugar residue in which case the 
lipid is known as a glycosyJ ceramide. A variant of tbis latter molecule, galac4 
tosylceramide I3.sulphate or cerebroside sulphate (CBS), has a sulphate ion 
attached to the 3' carbon of the single sugar ring and is the particular lipid of 
interest in the present investigation (fig 1.2b). The presence of a net negative 
charge on the headgroup of CBS makes the study of model membranes composed 
of this lipid att:active, especially when these models are made in ionic solutions 
containing cations of various species whose concentrations closely approximate 
the natural environment of CBS in nervous tissues, where it is most commonly 
found. 
CBS is a major charged lipid in myelin, comprisin g some 3.8% or the lipid 
found there [lOJ. Cerebrosidcs arc in general associated with nervous tissue and, 
though the proportions of the other myelin phospholipids are rairly constant, the 
amount of cerebroside and cerebroside sulphate present tends to increase with an 
increase in the complexity of the nervous system. For example, the relative 
amount of cerebroside and cerebroside sulphate increases from 1.7% in goldfish 
brain to 13.2% in bovine brain, and from 1.9% in fetal human brain to 14.8% in 
that of an adult human [2[. 
Though naturally occuring biological membranes are much IJlore than just 
the lipid bilayer, much information can be gained through the study of simpler 
model membran es prepared from only a narrow range of lipid species isolated 
from natural systems or, with synthetic preparations, only a single pure lipid. In 
making a model system, the desired lipid is simply dispersed in water or a 
buffered ionic solution based on water. Owing to the ampbiphilic nature of lipid 
molecules, the po lar bead groups interact with tbe su rrounding medium th rough 
- 8-
hydrogen bonding and become hydrated, while the acyl chains do not , and the 
molecules spontaneously assemble either in micelles or bilayers (fig. 1.3). Micelles 
are formed chiefly by singly-chained lipid molecules, being tiny ellipsoids of lipid 
wbose average radius rougbly equals the lipid mo lecule's length. Micellar disper-
sions appear transparent because this diameter is o nly on the order of 10 nm, and 
scattering of visible light is not favored. Large-beadgroup lipids such as deter-
gents exhibit this packing arrangement ; s maller beadgroup singh~ .. chain lipids can 
form globular or cylindrical micelles as well. Double-chained lipids generally form 
lamina in an arrangement where two such lamina are lying next to one another 
with the hydrocarbon sides adjacent in order that they remain isolated from the 
aqueous cnVIronment and that their conformation remain an encrgetically favor-
able one. These bilayers close off to form either s ingly or more commonly mul-
tilamellar spherical envelopes of trapped water. An exception to this are small-
head group double-chained lipids, such as di-acyl phosphatidyl ethanolamine, 
which can form inverted cylindrical micelles Ill]. By using ultrasonic radiation of 
a sufficient power, a process called sonication, multil3mellar vesicles can be 
reduced to smaller, singly lamellar ones; the two forms of dispersion have some-
what different dynamics [12J. 
Primarily due to the various packing geometries and intrachain 
configurations possible in the hydrophobic ceoter of bilayers in an aqueous 
environment, model lipid bilayers can be found in any of several different 
temperature-sensitive morphological phases. In the simplest approximation , for a 
model bilayer system consisting oC two-chained lipids where each chain is identi-
cal, the situation can be treated essentially as an Ising problem. This bas been 
done by Pink d.al. , Lee, and others [13-15]' and Na.gle has pointed out certain 
considerations and criticisms oC this approach 1161. The theoretical model has 
only two lipid phases, the solid and fluid phase, arising from lipid chains in only 
two sta.tes; an unexcited, linear all-trans state and an excited , kinked ga'Uche 
state, where gauche. -rotations about the carbon-carbon bonds in the chain are 
present and as a result the chains do not pa.ck as efficiently. There is further 
- g-
figure 1.3 
Typical stru ctures Cormed by lipids in an aqueous 
environment. 
a) Spherical micelles. 
b) Cylindrical inverted micelles 
c) Dilayers; illustrated is a multi·Jamellar bilayer 
vesicle. 
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impressed upon the system an overall potential representing the attractive forces 
at the lipid headgroups, due to the hydrophobic effect, that hold the bilayer 
together. One sees both in this mathematical model and in observations of real 
systems a sharp transition be~ween a phase where most of the system is all-trans 
to one where most of the system is fluid, at a critical temperature T m' More 
complex behavior is seen as well, however, lor these di-acyl PC systems, and from 
X-ray diffraction data it is seen that in what is termed the L, phase the lipid 
molecules' long axes arc at an angle ol about 35° to the bilayer normal and not 
parallel to it as the Ising model assumes [16;17,181. Upon heating, these systems 
re-order and adopt an intermediate ordered ripple, or P tJ configuration about 
5- lO~ C prior to the main transition into the two-dimensional fluid L cr liquid cry-
stalline phase (fig. 1.4a; see, lor example, 17]). Phosphatidyl ethanolamine bilayers 
do not exhibit this chain tilt, nor do they show any pre- transition; this is prob-
ably due to that lipid's smaller headgroup [191. 
Even more complex behavior is possible. Generally the two chains in most 
lipid molecules are of dissimilar lengths, and the question of chain packing 
becomes a somewhat .more involved one. Even in a symmet.rical PC such as 
dimyristoyl phospbatidyl choline (DMPC), a 90° bend in the sn -2 chain at the 
glycerol moiety introduces an effective chain length difference of some 0.34 nm, or 
tbree CH2 residues. Such asymmetry introduces the possibility or interdigitated 
chain packing, where either tbe long and short chains or lipid molecules in oppos-
ing sides or the bilayer meet end-to-end (partial) , or the sbort chains meet with 
only the long chains being interdigitated across the bilayer center and into the 
opposite leaflet (mixed). The former packing scheme retains a chain density oC 
two chains per headgroup, and the latter one is a little tighter with three chains 
per headgroup [201. It has also been suggested that Cull interdigitation might 
occur ror both single- and double-chained lipid molecules iC their headgroups were 
either large enough or Car enough apart [21]. This would have the effect or creat-
ing a large amount of 'empty' space in the hydrophobic region oC the bilayer, 
which could be filled if the chains or pairs of chains packed together side by side. 
- 12-
figure 1.4 
Thermotropic phase behaviors of model lipid bilayer 
systems upon beating. 
a) Symmetric chain-length phospbatidylcholine 
bilayers, with tbe characteristic chain tilt in the 
two gel phases. 
b) Asymmetric chain-length lipid bilayers, such as 
(or sphingomyelin, showing two types of lipid 
chain interdigitation. 
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Thus, for two-chain lipid molecules, this gives four hydrocarbon chains per head-
group. Evidence of this complete interdigitation exists in X-ray diffraction studies 
of bilayers of DPPC in concentrated glycerol and ethylene glycol solutions [221 (or 
example. 
Many studies of the phenomenon of interdigitated chain packing have been 
undertaken. Using Raman spectroscopy to study water dispersions of PC's wit.h 
asymmetric chain lengths Huang et.al. [23J inferred interdigitated chain packing 
from variations in the degree of asymmetry of the cbange in vibrational coupling 
between the hydrocarbon chains during the main phase transition. This coupling, 
whose magnitude reflects the degree or packing order among the chains. was 
found to change the least for species or PC in which the sn-2 chain was 4 CHz 
units shurter than the sn-l chain (see fig. 1.2), and to increase thereafter with 
increr..:;mg asymmetry. They argued that this was indicative of the adoption of a 
partially interdigitated packing arrangement; in a non-interdigitated arrangement 
the ends of the longer chains are rree to develop dis-ordering gauche -conformers. 
Other work by Hui et.al. [20J on these same systems using X-ray diffraction 
found the bilayer thicknesses of the C18:C(2n) PC bHayers to be roughly compar-
able to that or C14:C14 PC (DMPCJ bilayers in the fluid phase, but considerably 
tess below T m' for n=5 to 9. They proposed both a mixed and partial interdigi-
tation model, depending on the specific lipid species and bilayer hydration, in 
general agreement with the Raman results. 
The second major class of biolc~cal lipids, the sphingolipids, are usua.lly 
asymmetric and to this end a good deal of attention has been given to them. 
Lignoceroyl sphingosyl phosphatidylcholine,(C24:SPM), a sphingomyelin baving a 
saturated 24-carbon acyl chain in addition to the 15-carbon sphingosine chain, 
has been examined in hydrated bilayers by Levin d.al. [24] using Raman spec-
troscopy as previously described. Under similar conditions and using similar data 
analysis procedures as in the above-mentioned PC studies, they observed two dis-
tinct transitions at 48.5 and 54.5~ C respectively. C24:SPM is highly asymmetric, 
so both or the lower temperature phases were interpreted by this group as being 
- 15 -
interdigitated ones, the lower temperature phase being a more-highly ordered 
mixed interdigitated pbase and the middle phase being partially interdigitated. 
CBS is also a sphingolipid, and highly asymmetric forms oC CBS might be 
expected to behave in a fashion similar to C24:SPM above. The presence of the 
negative sulphate ion in the headgroup creates a repulsive Coree between the lipid 
molecules in the bilayer, however, introducing a difference between SPM and CBS 
bilayer systems. Possible shielding effects of cations in the aqueous phase of CBS 
dispersions would lessen this difference. CBS also has the ability to accept one or 
more additional OH groups, binding them to the interrace end of either hydrocar-
bon chain. The sphingosine base can have one to three hydroxyl groups , and the 
fat.ty acid can be o-hydroxylated; the ratio of hydroxy to non-hydroxy fatty acid 
CBS 3.ppears to increase with an increase in nervous system complexity [25], and 
also with development in human myelin. This ratio in humans ranges from about 
1:4 to 8:lO with age. Hydroxylation would further increase the lipid's hydrogen 
bonding capability, changing the intcr-headgroup interaction for example. 
Boggs et.al. [26-281 have done extensive investigation into the thermal non-
equilibrium phase behavior of CBS model membranes in various cation solutions 
using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and electron spin resonance (ESR). 
They have repeatedly shown using DSC that bilayers of CBS undergo a myriad 
of large and small endothermic event.s, interpret.ed as phase transitions, when 
slowly beating or cooling the samples and that while these events are complicated 
functions of such variables as cation type and concentration, acyl chain length , 
incubation times, and so On, the behaviors is essentially repeatable. From ESR 
observation of the ';lot.ion of a long-chain spin pro!Je in the hydrophobic interior 
of CBS bilayers they have observed behaviors consistent with the int.erpretation 
of interdigitat.ed packing schemes. They report that (or example the tendency 
towards mixed interdigitation increases when the fatty acid chain length is 
increased from 24 to 26 carbons, that hydroxylation of the fatty acid inbibits for· 
mation of this phase, and that if a cis double bond exists in the fatty acid any 
form of interdigitation seems to be prevented [281. 
In this investigation the determination of the thermal equilibrium pbase 
behaviors of CBS-cation systems similar to those studied by Boggs t!I.al. [26-28J 
is undertaken Cor comparison with their DSC and ESR work. One of the incen-
tives for this work was to see if the behavior of the multitude of metastable and 
stable states observed by this group persisted when studied with Raman spect ros-
copy and a differing sample history , and thereby arrive at a correlation with their 
observations of (i) sulphate-ion shielding effects versus cation type and concentra-
tion, and (ii) the predominance oC headgroup interactions over hydrocarbon chain 
interactions in establishing the main gel-fluid transition temperature. 
In terdigitation from a. biophysical standpoint is currently of a great deal of 
interest becaus ~, unlike in the case of symmetric chain lipids, interdigitated 
bilayer le o.-Bets are more strongly coupled together. There is at this point no con-
clus ive evidence Cor the biological implications of this, but current speculation 
includes the possibility oC communication of inCormation across biological mem-
branes without the help of proteins, for example. 
It was mentioned that interest in biological membrane research is far-
ranging, and the techniques employed in experimental work are just as varied. 
Each technique is best suited for elucidating particular pieces of information. 
Used frequently in biochemistry, scanning differential calorimetry is a powerful 
tool for measuring the enthalpy changes that occu r in lipid dispersions as a whole 
when the lipid assemblies change phase. Many subtle re-ordering events can he 
observed with DSC that are difficult to detect using vibrational methods, the PC 
pre-transition to the ordered-ripple phase being one such example where on the 
molecular scale each lipid molecule's environment changes little between the gel-
II and gel-I phases. In principle one can also make measurements where the tem-
perature scanning rate approaches zero, that is where the sample is essentially at 
thermal equilibrium, but in practice this becomes difficult. [t is, of course, sensi-
tive to transitions to or from metastable states where they occur , as is ev ident in 
Boggs' work on CBS bila.yers. 
X-ray diffraction, already mentioned senral times, is quite useCully employed 
as a meter stick Cor measuring, through crystal10graphic studies, the dimensions 
oC the lipid molecules themselves. It is also used success Cully to directly measure 
the thicknesses oC hydrated lipid bilayers; this is invaluable Cor elucidation of 
hydrocarbon packing schemes, Cor example, provided the lengths oC the hydrocar-
bon chains are available. The technique provides a measure against which the 
inference or such things as interdigitation, as concluded Crom otber methods such 
as vibrational spectroscopy, f'.:}.ffi , ESR, DSC, and so on , can be checked. 
NMR is sensitive to molecular motions occuring on a time scale or 10-7 
seconds or slower, though theoretically motions ranging trom 10-12 seeonds to 
severr~l slconds in duration can be studied. Most applicable in N"1-1R is the obser-
vaLon of tran" - gauche bond rotations in the hydrocarbon chains, and by selec-
t.ve labeling specific parts oC the chains can be studied. :'>,"MR can also be used to 
monitor motions of a lipid molecule as a whole, including rotation and 'bobbing' 
with respect to the molecule's long axis, motions associated with the entire 
bilayer as a single entity, and the lipid "flip-flop" between leaflets oC the bilayer. 
Care must be taken, ~owever, that the sampling time be chosen judiciously oth-
erwise anisotropic motions can average out to look like isotropic ones. 
Biological molecules are not intrinsically paramagnetic and thus do not lend 
themselves to ESR studies unless a spin label is used, in whicb case motions oC 
the label induced by the bilayer on time scales oC 10-8 - 10-11 seconds can be stu-
died. Thus, ESR results pertain more to a fluid hydrocarbon environment within 
the bilayer. While the inCormation thus gained is valuable, by introducing 3. sub-
stance into the system the resultant perturbations can have an effect on the 
obtained results. The same is true Cor fluorescence studies, except that the fluoro-
phares employed there are even larger than most ESR spin labels. Fluorescent 
techniques are valuable for determining such things as lateral motion within a 
bilayer, a process measured on a time scale of minutes, or specific study of the 
bilayer molecular conformations by measuring the fluorophore's decay halt-liCe, 
usually on the order of 1-100 DS. 
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Infrared absorption spectroscopy is a powerful technique for looking in detail 
at normal vibrations of various parts of a molecule. However, up until recent ly 
inrrared studies or biological systems have been severly limited by the fact that 
most of these systems are found in aqueous environments and the attendant 
strong water absorption bands make collecting lipid spectra very difficult. In an 
effort to make gains in this field (or biological research much effort has gone into 
the preparation of samples in tbin layers and increasing the signal to noise ratio 
by us ing Fourier spectrosco:?ic techniques. Raman spectroscopy is also a powerful 
technique as it too monitors specific molecular vibrations, motions on a time scale 
or 10- 15 seconds. but has the advantage that it employs visib le light in the 
scattering process. As water does not app reciably scatte r vis ible light Raman 
spectra are relatively free of the effecis of the water in lipid dispersions. Raman 
spectroscopy would seem to be an ideal tool for biological membrane research, 
partly because in practice it is relatively simple both to implement and to inter-
pret results. It does have its own experimental difficulties, espec ially due to the 
opacity of lipid dispersions and the large amounts of elastically scattered light 
and fluorescence that result. Raman and infrared spectroscopy are clearly comple--
mentary methods of investigation and both are important. 
Specifically. the approach taken in this investigation is that of vibrational 
spectroscopy. Raman scattering methods are employed to monitor changes in the 
C-H stretching normal vib rations of the many CH:! and terminating CHa units in 
the hydrocarbon chains of CBS assembled in lipid bilayer in ion ic solutions ot the 
cations potassium or lithium. Each observation is done at constant temperature 
and compared with the DSC results due to Boggs, et. al., already mentioned. 
Relative order in the hydrocarbon region of the model membranes is quantified 
by defining two order parameters, the ratios of the intensities of vibrational 
modes sensitive to the degree ot intC!'chain in teraction, and these quantities are 
then compared to those obtained by otber researchers for asymmetric phospba-
tidyl choline and sphingomyelin bilayer systems, as well as for the simple sym-
metric P C system DPPC. From the Raman data the intra-chain conform ation-
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dependent shift in the frequency of one C-H stretching mode, that of the asym-
metric CH3 mode, is also monitored. [ntcrdi~tation as indicated by these results 
for speeies of CBS containing non-hydroxylate<! fatty acids with chain lengths of 
18, 24, and 26 carbons is discussed, both with reference to the cation used in the 
dispersion buffer and its concentration, and the chain length. The effect or 0-
hydroxylation in the 18 carhon variety of CBS is also investigated. 
Pres\!ot in the data as well was an unusually intense background feature 
underlying all of the C-H stretching modes of the lipid chains. A separate investi-
gation was launched in an attempt to identify the cause of this feature. The 
broad background peak, which was mathematically removed from the digitally-
collected data before the order parameters were calculated, is thought to be due 
to O-H stretching at the beadgroup-water interrace perhaps by the abundance of 
hydrogen bonding sites in CBS. 
In the following chapters of this dissertation are discussed some theoretical 
considerations regarding Raman scattering and lipid systems in Chapter 2, and 
tbe details o( the experimental apparatus and procedures used in Chapter 3. In 
Chapter 4 the results of the spectroscopic observations are presented and dis-
cussed, and the work is then summarized. 
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY 
2.1 Spontaneous Raman Scattering 
Electromagnetic radiation and matter can ioteraet in a number of ways. 
There are essentially th ree processes wbereby this occurs; photons can be 
absorbed by an atom or molecule, exciting it, and they can subsequently be emit-
ted again either (i) spontaneously, (ii) th rough stimulated emission, or (iii) they 
can be scattered either elastically or inelastically, individually by atoms or 
molecu les and collectively by phonons. It is this third process which is oC interest 
here, and in particular the inelastic molecular process known as Raman scatter-
ing. 
A semi-classical explanation of li ght scattering might be as follows. Consid er 
an electromagnetic wave incident upon an atom or moleeule. For radiation in the 
visible range, molecular dimensions are of the ord er of 1~_103 times smaller than 
the radiation's wavelength, and so at any given instant in time the atom or 
molecule finds itself in essentially a uniform electromagnetic field. The electric 
pa.rt of th is field displaces the elect ronic and nuclear charge distributions oC the 
atom or molecule, inducing a dipole; 
where 0" is the molecule's polarizability. E is periodic in time, and the result ing 
oscillating dipole emits radiation of the same frequency as the incident radiation 
ir for the moment we regard 0' as being a constant. This type of scattering is ela.s· 
tic Rayleigh scattering, wbich while useful for some purposes doesn ' t concern us 
here as it yields little information about intramolecular dynamics. 
~o[olccules undergo many types of motion , including translational, rotational, 
and vibrational motion. Vibration in particular involves periodic changes in the 
internuclear spacings within a molecule, which in turn will change the pol:J.rizabil· 
ity tensor 0'. To a first order approximation then , we might have for the case of a 
simple diatomic molecule 
where Ct~ is the equilibrium polarizability of the molecule, V.ib is the vibrational 
frequency , and a r mu is tbe maximum change in the equilibrium nuclear separa· 
tiOD of the two nuclei. Following this through, if we assume that only lr:: is 
non·zero, and if the incident light is polarized in the x·y plane and. propagates 
alor.o; the z·axis with frequency vi ' 
we have 
+~ar muCOS (21l"C Vi t )COS (21l"C v~"6 t)E rnu dr 
which, using the cosine identity 
cosA cosB ='h (cos(A +B )+cos(A - B)) 
becomes 
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The first of these terms is the Rayleigh term; the following terms are the anti-
Stokes and Stokes Raman terms, respectively. This simple approach fails, how-
ever, to explain the obsen-ed difference in intensity between scattered light aris-
ing from these latter two terms, as the Stokes radiation is more pronounced than 
the anti-Stokes. To partially resolve this, we turn to a quantum picture of what 
is happening_ 
In a Stokes scatter ing transition, an incident photon can be thought of as 
causing a transition from some state, be it vibrational or rotational, of an atom 
or molecule, to some higher virtual excited state, folic-wed im:ned iately by a tran-
sition back down to the excited state above the initial one. The decrease in 
energy of the photon is equal to the energy d ifference separating the initial and 
final quantum slates, and is reflected by the decrease of the photon's frequency 
by an amount V.'b _ An anti-Stokes transition proceeds in reverse, the scattered 
pboton gaining energy in bringing the molecule or atom from the higber state to 
the lower one. 
Consider vibrational Raman scattering, for example_ At temperatures below 
103 K or so, the majority of molecules will be found in their ground vibrational 
states. The relative population of the first excited vibrational state is given by 
the Boltzman relation 
where k is Boltzman's constant and T is the absolute temperature; this is a small 
fraction of the ground state population No, :lnd it follows that the number of 
Stokes transitions is much larger than that of anti-Stokes transitions per unit 
time_ In fact, because N 1 is a function of vibrational frequency, one bas difficulty 
in even detecting anti-Stokes lines past around lOOOcm -1 due to their low intensi-
ties 129,301. 
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The expression for the polarization tensor can more formally be written in 
terms of th~ normal vibrational coordinates QIc oC the molecule; 
to first order. In light of our original equation , and assuming that a vibrational 
molecular wa\'efunction tP" is a product of the respective wave functions fo r the 
normal modes, represented by the Hermite polynomials; 
we can then write 
J¢'M¢m d=EJ¢" o¢m d, 
=Eo. J¢"¢m dHE~ [! aa;, I .!¢" Q, ¢m d' ] 
Because the molecular wavefunctions are orthogonal, the first of these integrals is 
zero unless t/J- and tP m are identical; this corresponds to no change of state, and 
is the Rayleigh term. 'the ( aa;1e ] ~ are constants; it is the QIe that change over 
time ( due to molecular vibrations ). If we expand the last integral, it becomes 
apparent that all of the individual "Pi n 's and .pic m 's must be identical except Cor 
the k tA, where because the ¢1e'S are assumed to be Hermite polynomials they 
must differ only by ~ v =±l in order that this integral be non-zero. 
This simple selection rule is not adhered to strictly by real molecules , how-
ever, because real vibrations are not confined to the harmonic approximation 
within which the Hermite polynomials are assigned as waveCunctions. Also, the 
Taylor expansion fo r a might involve higher terms than just the linear one. For 
example, if this expansion involved [ a?a2 1 ,then aQ, • 
J.p," Q, '¢, m d=O 
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except where 6.v =±2 for Hermite polynomials [31]). 
2.2 Hydroearbon chain vibrational spectra 
Lipid molecules are large entities, and consequently have many normal 
modes of vibration arising from the various parts of the molecule, such as the 
headgroup or hydrocarbon regions. As such, a rigorous analysis of biological 
molecules, sllch as lipids, as a whole is prohibitively complex and we seek to 
understand the dynamics of these molecules by first analyzing simpler systems 
that approximate sor.1C portion of the large molecu les and applying by analogy 
what is learned. 
As seen in fig 2.1, the ,'ibrational Raman spectrum of a typical lipid 
dispersed in water is a collection of modes arising from all parts of the molecule, 
but is dominated by those modes associated with the normal vibrations of the 
lipid hydrocarbon chains. It follows that a detailed understanding of isolated 
hydrocarbon chains is desired. 
A long chain molecule can be thought of as a linear arrangement of a large 
number M of repeat units. If each unit cell contains n atoms, then there are 3nM 
possible vibrational modes divided into 3n frequency branches. Within each 
branch are M vibrational modes whose precise frequencies depend upon the rela-
tive phase of the nuclear displacements of one unit cell to the next, given by 
k =0,1,2 ... M-I 
For the polyethylene zig-zag chain , the unit cell is ethylene, C2H .. , and so as n=6 
there are 18 frequency branches tor arbitrary ,pl;. Alternatively, we could say that 
the unit cell is CH2 with ,pI; = multiples of 11", giving g branches where 411; = 0 
or 11". 
For infinite polymers it can be shown that only those vibrations for which 
the nuclear displacements along the chain axis of each unit cell are identical, that 
is for which tPl; =0, are allowed in the Raman or infrared spectrum. The vibra-
tions corresponding to this have k=O, and in non-infinite polymers these 
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figure 2.1 
Raman spectrum of a typical lipid, and of a theoreti-
cal analogue, paraffin. 514.5 om excitation at 
~70mW. 
a) DPPC, at 30"C. Recorded at 0.5 em -I/s, 2 s 
count integration time. 
b) Paraffin, at 30" C. Recorded at l.0 em-I/s, 1 s 
count integration time. 
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vibrations are the most intensc. The observed intensity deereasc:s as ¢II: departs 
from zero, and k=l and 2 vib rations are also weakly observed [32J. tt, through 
the generation of gauche -conformers the average effective M of all·lrans seg-
ments in the chain is greatly reduced, 4Jk can take on a variety of values; t he 
average tPJ: value shifts up from zero, and the frequency of a given vibrational 
mode changes accordingly . This fact is used by some res!!arcbers to monitor the 
effective all-tram lengths of lipid chains as a function of temperature and other 
variables [eg. ,33-35] 
The various normal modes of vibration bave heen calculated by many 
researchers for both the ideal case of infinite-length polyethylene chains and the 
more realistic case of finite-length paraffins [3S-3gl. An example of one approach 
is presented in work by Snyder and Schachtshneider 136,37]. They proceed using 
Wilson's C·matrix method, which starts with the vibrational problem description 
in internal coordinates R and continues by describing the kinetic and potential 
energies of the system in terms of tbese; 
and 
2V=R'FR. 
They then write the vibrational secular equation as 
GFL=LA 
where L is the transformation matrLx from the normal coordinates Q to the in ter· 
nal coordinates R (~=LQ) and A is a dia::;onal matrix of the various frequency 
parameters involved. They then solve this secular equation. A calculated phonon 
dispersion curve due to Lippert and Peticolas 1321 for infinite polyethylene zig· zag 
is presented in fig. 2.2; for finite ch.3.ins several more vibrational modes occur than 
are shown here due to the presence of terminating methyl groups, as is seen in 
real spectra and Snyder'S calculations. 
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figure 2.2 
Calcula.ted phonon dispersion curve for infinite chain-
length hydrocarbon zig-zag, polyethylene (Crom Lip-
pert and Peticolas). 
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The hydrocarbon chains or lipid moleeules in the ground state can be treated 
as good approximations or infinite polyethylene zig·zag, and so we assign the 
vibrational modes of polyethylene, or more properly the long-chain paraffins, to 
them by analogy. Some care should be exercised here, however, because lipid 
chains are motion ally constrained at or: e end where tbey join the remainder oC 
the molecule. or morc profound consequences is the Cact that some of tbese nOt-
mal modes are affected by interchain vibrational coupling as a result or the close 
chain packing found in lipid bilayers or some micelles. Where one mode has a fre-
quency baIr that of another , Cor example, this coupling C:1.n result in Fermi reso-
nances between modes. As one might expect, the development of gauche rota· 
tions in the chains would have a decoupling effect; this, and the already· 
mentioned point that the frequencies of the coupled vibrations themselves begin 
to shirt upon formation of gauche ·conformers and might no longer resonate, 
would cause a marked decrease in the magnitude of C~.related Fermi resonance 
features present in the ground·state lipid bilayer spectra. By monitoring the 
intensity of vibrational modes dependent on interchain interact ion, then, one can 
measure both the relative configurational disorder in the chain packing, and the 
conformational disorder iL ~he hydrocarbon cbains themselves. 
2.3 Skeletal Optical Modes 
A particular region of interest for studies of intra-chain disorder, the skeletal 
optical modes, are found between 1050 and 1140 em· l. For straight, all-tran" 
chains the three predominant features seen in tbis region are the out of phase 
(0. =11')8 2, transverse C-C stretching mode at 1062 em-I, the in phase 
(9. =O)A, transverse stretching mode at J 130 em -I, and a weaker all-iran" 
mode at 1100 em -I. When gauche. rotations about C-C bonds are excited either 
thermally or by perturbations from other substances in tbe bilayer, a new feature 
appears at ;:::;::IOQO cm - I and the intensities of the all-irans bands fall off. The 
wavenumbers of the 1130 and 1 J()() em - I fea,ures also shift downwards, both 
being a function of the effective chain length [12}. Thus, this spectral region is 
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well suited to studies of int.ra-cbain conCormational changes but cbanges in the 
chain packing itself can only be inferred. 
2.4 C-H Stretching Region 
or interest here is the high-frequency region from 2800 to 3100 em - I, associ-
ated with t he various C-H stretching modes 1121. Most easily discerned are two 
sharp and intense CH!! stretching features , the symmetric and asymmetric modes 
at 2845 and 2885 em -I t<!3pectively , and one symmetric and two asymmet ric CH3 
stretches at 2935, 2945, and 2067 em - I respectively. Because of vibrational cou-
pling effects between the packed chains, however, other more broad featu res 
arise. One, an intense mode centered at 2885 em - I, is due to a Fermi resonance 
between the symmetric CH!! stretch and an appropriate combination oC 
methylene bending fundamentals at ~1450 em-I, Upon the appearance of chain-
decoupling gauche conformers this feature virtually disappears, and the intensity 
of the composite 2885 cm -I-band lessens greatly. With the appearance of the e.C 
bond rotations an ffi-active CH2 symmetric stretching mode at 2938 em - I 
becomes Raman-active due to symmetry loss in the chains. [0 addition, there is 
also a. feature at this frequency due to a. Fermi resonance between the terminal 
methyl sy mmetric C-H stretch and the CH2 deformation modes at ~1450 em - I. 
The vibrational coupling responsible for this resonance tends to increase with 
gauche conformer formation, and so the composite 2935 em -I feature increa3es 
in intensity upon the chains melting into a fluid state at T m There is as well a 
10 to 12 em - I shift upwards in the wavenumber of the asymmetric CH3 stretch-
ing mode to :=:::::28{)6 em-I. However, the 2845 em - I methylene syn;metric stretch-
ing feature remains essentially unchanged through the trar!sition of the packed 
chains to the fluid state, and for this reason is used as a reference. It should be 
noted here that monitoring the skeletal optical region for the chain ordering 
changes that accompany various bilayer phase transitions provides the same 
information on gauche -bond formation as the C-H stretching region . The choice 
or the latter over the former region was dictated partly by the presence of 
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vibrational coupling effects in the C-H region which seem approprtate to a study 
of chain packing characteristics. 
As is a standard practice in lipid Raman spectroscopy (eg., Levin [12]), the 
chain packing characteristics of lipid biJayers are monitored in this investigation 
by comparing the intensities of tbe 2880 aDd 2935cm -~ feature intensities with 
each other to form a sensitive indicator of the degree of interchain order and 
disorder, respectively. _\lso employed is the intensity of the former feature in 
comparison to the relatively constant intensity of the 2845em- 1 symmetric CH2 
C-H stretch feature. The two order parameters thus defined are 
and 
In practice these Raman intensities are measured as amplitudes; the height of a 
spectral reature above its local background is measured as opposed to the area 
underneath it, though in the skeletal optical mode region where the separate 
reatures are distinguishable some researcbers employ area measurements [34]. 
There is no dire<:t physical content in these order parameters, it should be 
stressed, and their use comes in comparing their values obtained ror an unknown 
system with those ror a system well-characterized by many investigative metbods. 
Because the lipids are dispersed in H20, one might expect a Raman signal 
from this latter molecule as well. For free water an O-H stretching reature is seen 
very close to the hydrocarbon C-H stretching modes, at ~3370cm -1. This Raman 
feature is thought to actually be a superposition or two different O-H stretching 
reatures, due to different hydrogen-bonded water structures [40,411. In the Raman 
spe<:tra of water dispersions oC phospholipids such as DPPC this broad composite 
reature is weakly observed a.nd poses no problem as Car as interrerence with the 
C-H stretching region is concerned. However, when Raman speetra were col-
lected in this study ror water dispersions of CBS an intense feature very much 
like the free-water O-H stretch at ~3400 em- i is observed, only shifted down-
wards in rrequency to 3000 em ~l, and where there is an extra OH group present 
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at the CBS molecule interracial region, further shifted another 100 cm ~ 1 to 
2~OO em - I, making analysis of the C-H stretching region much more difficult and 
necessitating the mathematical fitting and subsequent subtraction of the feature 
(rom the spectra. The feature, how it is dealt with , and where it might arise from 
are discussed in further sections. 
CHAPTER 3. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
TECHNlQUE 
Raman Scattering 
Lipid vibrational spectra were collected using the Raman spectrometer 
represented schematica.lly in fig. (3.1 J. Because of the opaque nature of the lipid 
dispersions , a backscattering arrangement was adopted where a short focallengtb 
ratio cassegrain system collected scattered radiation over a large solid angle at 
180 degrees to the direction of the incident exciting radiation. In brief, the spec-
trometer consisted of an argon ion laser as a monochromatic light sou rce, a 
temperature-controlled sample holder placed at the focus of tbe laser beam, 
wide-aperture collection optics, a double monochromator to disperse the scattered 
light, and a thermoelectrically-cooled photomultiplier tube operated with a pulse 
shaper/discriminator in photon counting mede. The spectra were digitally 
recorded to a tape drive, and later downloaded to a VA ... X 8800 Cor subsequent 
analysis. This arrangement is described in more detail in the following sections. 
3.1 Source 
Two slightly different sources were used in the course oC this research. 
thougb because the resolution requirements oC the lipid Raman spectra. were not 
very stringent, they could be used interchangeably. Both were water·cooled argon 
ion lasers (Spectra Physics model 165, and Continental Laser Corporahon 3000 
se ries), operated with a prism in the laser cavity to select the green 514 . .5 nm line. 
The Spect ra. Physics laser was simultaneously used for a. separate unrelated 
research project requiring narrow linewidths, and so included in the cavity a 
temperature-regulated etalon assembly (Spectra Physics model S8g) for operation 
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figure 3.1 
Schematic diagram of the Raman spectrometer and 
associated apparatus lIsed in this investigation. 
51 Thermoelectric cooler power supply (7.0 A). 
52 Photomultiplier tube higb voltage supply 
(1750 VDe). 
F 10.0 Dm ~ bandpass 514.5 Dm filter. 
C Cassegrain collection optics. 
PMT Ga-As photocathode RCA 31034 photomulti-
plier tube. 
58 Data switch box. 
SC Sample cell. 
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in single mode, whereas the lalter laser was operated in multi-mode. Tube 
currents and output powers were on the order of 30 A and 300 mW for the 
former, from which 200 mW was used via a flat beam splitter, and 16 A and 150 
mW (or the latter which was used directly_ Both lasers bad outputs that were 
polarized in the vertical direction; this matched the direction of the rulings of the 
gratings used in the double monochromator, and so allowed for maximum 
throughput to the photomultiplier. No attempt was made to scramble the polari-
zation of the light scattered from the sample before it entered the dispersive por-
tion of the spectrometer. 
Because of the very high levels of elastically scattered light sent to the 
monochromator due to both the nature of the sample and the scattering 
geometry, it was necesary to include a narrow·bandpass filter F in the laser 
beam before it was focused into the sample cell. Without the filter , argon plasma 
lines in the laser cavity, with which the spectrometer's collection axis is aligned in 
the backscattering arrangement through reflection (rom the sample surface and 
the glass sample envelope, appear in the spectra obtained. The filter had the 
undesirable effect of attenuating the incident laser power by some 50-60%, how· 
ever, so las ..... power at the sample was of the order of 60-100 mW. 
Once airected through filter F by a front·surface aluminum mirror MI , the 
beam was redirected via prism PI to a 200 mm focal length lens L I which 
focused the 2 mm diameter beam down to a spot on the surface of tbe sample 
which averaged 50 Jim in diameter. 165 mm from the center nf lens Ll, directly 
in front of the collection optics, a small 3 mm right prism P2 sent the beam down 
the scattering 3..'Cis 45 mm to the sample tube. An aperture Al be~ween the lens 
and this prism blocked extraneous reflections from tbe prisms, lens, and filter 
from entering the sample holder. 
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3.2 Sample Holder and Temperature regulation. 
A small sample holder was constructed to keep the lipid samples at a con· 
stant, pre-set temperature while holding them in position in the focused laser 
beam. Essentially, it consisted of a solid block of brass measuring 38 x 38 x 51 
mm mounted at the center of a Plexiglas box and insulated with Pyrex wool (see 
fig. 3.2). The block has a 1.6 mm diameter bore tbrough it horizontally for admis-
sion of the incident laser beam, and is widely tapered on the front to allow a 
large solid angle of scattered light to get to the collection optics. Tbis bore has 
perpendicula.r to it, through the center of the block, a 5.6 mm diameter space 
where the sample tube can be inserted; this passage extends to 2 mm below the 
beam axis. Parallel to the sample port are six 3 mm diameter holes that run 
through the block. On the top and bottom of the block these channels are con-
nected together externally with 5 mm 0.0. copper tubing into a single 9 mm 
0.0. copper arm, which leads backwards outside the Plexiglas housing for con-
nection to a temperature-controlled circulating bath. The high How rate obtained 
through these heat exchanger channels collectively ensured that the heat transfer 
through the walIs of the 12 mm 0.0. Tygon tubing connecting the block to the 
circulating bath was not a problem. A cladding of polyurethane foam insulation 
around the tubing was also used to reduce this effect. Four nylon screws were 
used in mounting the block within the Plexiglas housing. The mass of the block 
itseIr provided a large degree of thermal inertia, aiding in the temperature stabil-
ity of the sample holder. The space between the block and the Plexiglas was filled 
with Pyrex wool, and the housing was mounted atop a solid 76 mm diameter 
brass cylinder of sufficient height to bring the scattering port up to the height of 
the beam; the cylinder was cemented to an aluminum plate with leveling screws. 
The circulating bath employed was a refrigerated-type, Lauda K-2jR filled 
with a 50-50 mixture of tap water and ethylene glycol. This bath provided tem-
peratures down to -ll~C and up to lOO~C, with temperature stabilities of 
around ±O.Ol to ±O.02° C. Later in the research this was exchanged for a Neslab 
Endocal RTE-4 refrigerated circulating bath, with similar operating 
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figure 3.2 
Sa.mple cell constructed (or holding lipid dispersion 
sample lubes or capillaries at controlled temperatures 
for Raman backscattering (to scale). 
PF~X wool insulation. 
N 6/32" Nylon machine screws. 
P 1/4" Plexiglas housing. 
lipid sample, in 1.1 mm 0.0. Kimax capillary 
tube. 
T Thermistor. 
W Pyrex window. 
P 
w 
TOSPEX, __ 
Ar+ 
-40-
-H20 
~----Ir-~--~~--~ 
II < . 1 000000 H 
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characte ristics. 
Both baths employed proportional-type temperature control, with thermal feed-
back coming from their seIr-contained reservoirs. 
Parallel to and just above the laser beam port is a 1.6 mm diameter passage 
leading into the sample chamber. Th is is fo r placement or a t hermistor as close to 
the scatte rin g cross-section as possible, though care was taken to ensure that tbe 
thermistor (Fen wall) was not being illuminated di rectly by the high level of elast-
ically scattered light; as it was determined that high intensity light affected its 
resistance somewhat. The thermistor itsel f was calib rated by heating it in 1 ~ C 
increments from 1~.5~ C to 76.5" C, recording its resistance to th ree or Cour 
significant figures with a Keithley 160 Digital Multimeier while s imu ltaneously 
recording the thermistor temperatu re with a mercury laboratory t hermometer 
calib rated in 0.1 ~ C divisions. The thermistor was kept in close proximity to the 
thermometer bulb by physically tying the two together; the coupled pair were 
immersed in the reservoi r of a circu lating bath to establish their temperature. 
The cal ibration data thus obtained were regressed against the thermistor equa-
tion 
t~A +Bln (R )+C(ln (R))' 
where T is measured in Kelvins, and R is measured in to's. Tb is procedure was 
done twice to check the calibration, and the constants obtained each time were 
the same within their standard deviations. These turned out to be 
A ~O.OO3 176g8±O.OOOOOO I7 K- 1 
B ~O.OOO28230±O.OOOOOO65 K-1 
C =0.OOOOO127±0.OOOOOO75 K-i 
as determined by Minilab release 6.1.1. 
3.3 Collection Optics 
The optical system employed to collect the light scattered from the sample 
was a cassegrain telescope assembly (Applied Photophysics Ltd. model 65(0) , 
specifi cally designed and optimized for small source-distance, high aperture work. 
Essentially, the unit consists of an f/0.42 front surface sphericaJ concave mirror 
to intercept the scattered light, and a smaller matching front surface convex mir-
ror in front of it to send this light through a 25 mm diameter hole in the primary 
mirror to a coupling lens at the rear, which is used to match the cassegrain to the 
f/8 apertu re of the monochromator. 
Because the sample holder had an aperture of f/ L5, the cassegrain could Dot 
be operated at quite its intended optimum source to retro mirror distance of 5~ 
60 mm; it was found that with t his distance at 80 mm the ligbt throughput to 
the photomultiplier tube cou ld be maximized. This corresponds, with the unit's 
central obstruction, to an effective collection aperture of about f/2. In this 
configuration the effective magnification of the source was 7-8X. 
. 3-4 Double Monochr omator and P h otomultiplier 
The ligbt from the cassegrain telescope was focused onto the slit of a 
Czeruy-Turner double monochromator (Spex Industries model 14018). Thts 
instrument consists of two basically identical grating dispersive sections coupled. 
by two small mirrors and an auxiliary slit (see fig. 3.4). In each section, light from 
the object sl it fills a 0.85 m focal length front surface f/8 primary mirror where it 
is collimated and redirected to an 1800 line/mm holographic grating mounted on 
a cosecant stepping motor drive; this drive is linear with wavencmber (reciprocal 
wavelength). The fundamental grating equation can be written as 
m A=d (sino+sin.8) 
where 
A = wavelength 
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figure 3.3 
Spex Industries 1401 18 double monochromator . 
Ml ,M2,M5,M6 0 _ 85 m (ocal length spherical mirrors 
Gl,G2 ISOO line/mm holographic gratings 
SI ,52,53 a d justable--width slits 
P R CA 31034 photomultiplier tube 
'\OVith Ga.-As photocatbode 
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m = diffraction order 
d = grating spacing 
0' = the angle of incidence 
(3 = the angle of diffractioD 
For the cosecant drive, a=(J+¢ and fJ=fJ-!p , where () is the grating rotation meas-
ured Cro:n its position at the zeroth order and ¢=6'1 15', so that 
m A=d (2sin(}cos¢) 
The theoretical resolving power of such a mounted grating is simply 
= 2 AW sin Ocos¢ 
=mN 
where W is the width of the grating, and N is the total number of rulings; for the 
gratings used, HI is on the order of 180000. The effective resolution of the 14018 
is stated as being 0.25 cm - i at 632.8 om Cor slit settings of 2()"lQO.-2(). pm; typical 
slit settings used in this research were 300-3O()...300 pm and 400-400-400 pm, for 
an effective resolution of 4-5 em - I. This was sufficient for the p~nt work, as 
the Raman feature widths averaged 2()'30 cm~l. 
The first order reflection from the grating is collected by a second 0.85m 
mirror, and subsequently focused back down onto a transfer slit. In the second 
hair or the monochromator, a similar slit opens to a small lens used to refocus the 
output onto the photocatLode oC the photomultiplier tube (RCA 31034) operating 
at 1750 volts potential. Thermionic emission and thus the dark count were kept 
low by cooling the tube in a thermoelectrically-cooled housing (Products For 
Research, Inc.) supplied with a steady 7 A current and connected to running tap 
water. The dark count was typically 5-10 counts/sec. 
3.5 Electronics 
The output. from the photomultiplier tube fed to 
amplifier/discriminator (Princeton Applied Research model 1120) and the result· 
ing signal passed to a photon counter set to acc1Imuiate counts over a preset 
period of time (Princeton Applied Research model 1109), usually 2 seconds. A 
linear analog voltage from th~ counter, a representation of the top three 
significant figures in the count, was fed to a strip chart reeorder (Hewlet Packard 
7133A) so that paper records oC the spectra could be made, and simultaneously 
the count was also directed to a small digital tape drive (Techtran Industries , Inc. 
816) at 300 baud Cor temporary storage before dumping tbe cou nts to a main· 
frame disk drive for processing with a VAX 8800. This ope ration W3S performed 
for individual speetra, as the tape drive had no means of distinguishing between 
two different records on the same cassette. 
3.6 Sample Preparation 
The CBS lipids used Cor this investigation were kindly provided by Joan M. 
Boggs of the Department of Clinical Biochemistry, The Hospital Cor Sick Chil-
dren, University of Toronto, and were dispersed without further purification. The 
variants of CBS examined were those containin! stearic acid (C18:()"CBS), 
hydroxy-stearic acid (C18:0h·CBS), lignoceric acid (C'24;()"CBS), and hexacosaooic 
acid (C26:O-CBS). Other lipids used were all phosphatidyl cholines, and were pro-
vided by Kevin M. Keough oC the Department of Biochemistry, Memorial Univer-
sity, also used without Curther purification; these ..... ere dipalmitoyl PC (DPPC), 
and l·myristfyl·2·stearoyl PC (MSPC). 
Capillary tubes to bold the lipid dispersions were fashioned from clean boro-
silicate dropping pipettes (Allied brand, Fisher Scientific) by first firing closed the 
small end oC the pipette in a low Harne and then cutting off this ca.pillary section 
to a length of :=::::45 mm. The ty pical inner diameier of a capillary was 1.0 mm. 
with a wall thickness of only O.l mm. No other intermediate glassware was used 
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in the sample preparation procedure, as the lipids were dispersed directly in the 
sample tubes. 
Cation solutions ror the CBS lipid<; were prepared rrom reagent-grade LiCI 
and KC!. using an analytical balance with a precision of 0.01 mg (Sartorius-
Werke) to weigh known amounts of the salts into clean 15 ml vials, and adding 
12.0 ml of triply-distilled H20. Cation solutions of 0.5 M and 2.0 M concentration 
of each of these salts were made. Measurements of the pH of these solutions were 
then made; the obtained pH values were 6.S±0.2 and 6.g±O.2 for 0.5 M KCI and 
LiCI respectively, and 63±D.2 and S.9±D.2 for 2.0 M KCI and LiCI. The PC 
lipids were dispersed only in H:P , which had a measured pH of 7.S±D.2. As dis-
cu~ed below, the lipids were dispersed in small diameter capillaries; this pre-
cluded direct pH measurements of the samples. 
To prepare a dispersion, the empty capillary was first weighed and the 
weight recorded. Then approximately 1.5 mg - 2.0 mg of dry lipid powder was 
loaded into the top of the tube and gently pulled into the bottom by tapping the 
capillary on the lab bench top, and the capillary again weighed. Using a 25 Jll 
syringe, 10 JlI of cation. solution was thea transferred into the tube, shaken down 
onto the lipid, the tube weighed again, and then using a clean stainless steel wire 
the lipid and solution were mixed together at room temperatu re. After a final 
weighing, the capillary tube was sealed at the top in a low burner flame, and 
then the coarse dispersion brought to 90' C+ by immersing the lower half of the 
tube in an ultrasonic water bath for 3 to 5 minutes, all the while mtermittently 
mLxing the dispersion by flicking the tube gently with a finger. Following this 
o"lcration, the capillary was placed in a bench top centrifuge (International Equip-
ment Co. model CL) and centrifuged al higb speed for 1 to 2 hours in order to 
separate the dispersion from the excess aqueous phase in the tube. The appear-
ance of the dispersion was that of a thick, white mass not unlike cream, with a 
well-defined boundary between tbe dispersion and the Ia.yer of cation solution sit-
ting above it. Heating the dispersion to above :=:::::80" C for an hour or more 
seemed to cause it to pull away from the side of the capillary tube and compress 
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slightly; in many cases the dispersion tended to float in the excess aqueous phase. 
Once made, most of the lipid dispersions were stored at _10" C in a block of 
Styrofoam in a freezer. A few of the initial 0.5 M cation samples were stored at 
room temperature. To remove the effeets of prolonged storage at these tempera-
tures , the dispersions were heated to gO" C+, above their main transition tem-
peratures, in a water bath for 2-5 minutes immediately prior to their insertion 
into the sample holder, usually at 10" C at the beginning of a run. 
3.7 Data Collection 
The vibrational spectra of lipids encompasses a large range, from 100 em - I 
for tbe acoustical modes up to 2800-3100 em - I for the C-H stretching modes. 
Because many such spectra were required to be collected contiguously within cer-
tain time constraints, Raman spectra were normally obtained only over the 
shorter C-H stretching region or, more rarely, over the optical modes at 1000-
LJSO em - I. Survey spectra required scanning across the entire 3000 em-1 field. 
The Raman spectra were obtained at a scanning rate of 0.5 cm-I/s, with the 
photon counter set to accumulate counts over a 2 sec period so that the spectra 
were recorded at one datum per em - I. A typical run over the stretching mode 
region started at 2700 cm- I and continued up to 3200 em-I , taking some 17 
minutes. A run was made only after the temperat.ure of the sample holder had 
stabilized for at least 2 minutes; it took an additional 4 minutes to scan up to the 
first Raman feature , so that an equilibriation time of at least 6 minutes was given 
the lipid sample for each run. Tbe starting and stopping of a run was performed 
manually; the tape drive write enable switch and Spex drive enable switch were 
toggled simultaneously, and the pen on the strip chart was lowered or raised after 
this. Upon finishing a scan, the sample cell temperature was then set in prepara-
tion for the next rUD, and the data stored digitally on tape was dumped to the 
VAX: while the cell came up to temperature. Typically, the increase in tempera-
tUre took about one minute per degree for either circulating bath used; where 
many spectra were collected to obtain a temperature profile, this was usually 
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done by heating between runs. Runs comprising a temperature profile were 
started at about to" C and ended between 70 and 90" C. 
3.8 Data Reduction 
Once stored on disk for access by the VA..X, the lipid C-H stretching mode 
spe<:tra were analyzed by a compiled Basic program written primarily to subtract 
from the data a large background feature sitting at about 2900-3200 em - I , due 
most probably to 0-1-1 stretching associated with the CBS headgroup-water 
interacCon (for a listing, see Appendix 1). This feature was present in in the spec-
tra of PC dispersions, though at a much reduced magnitude. 
Briefty, the program loaded in four numbers included at the top of a data 
file when it was created that described the Spex scanning speed, the count 
integration time, the starting wavenumber, and the thermistor resistance, and 
then loaded in the raw counting data. If it encountered any illegal entrie; in the 
data due to the occasional bit error, the program substituted the bad datum with 
the previous point. It then calculated the sample temperature, and smoothed the 
data using a simple averaging procedure; 
.~I 
!I(i)= t y(j-i) 
i _ _ ";' 
over all j, where j is equal to the wavenumber corresponding to the spectral 
intensity yO) minus the first wavenumber of the spectrum, and n is 1,3,5, or 7. 
Sampling the data from 2700 to 2825 em-I, and 3050 em-I to the end of file, the 
program then attempted to fit a Maclauren series to the background [unction 
using a least squares technique; 
J(x)= f; am (x- x,r 
m_O m. 
Here the series was truncated to m=4, x" was made approximately equal to zero 
by shirting tbe data to be fitted to 3000 em -I, and the data were divided by 1000 
·50· 
to prevent an overflow on the VA-X. This background Cunction was subtracted 
from the smoothed data. 
Two order parameters were then determined. The location of the ~2845, 
~2885. and ~2935 em -I Raman features were found, and the ratios [2850 and 
[ "" 
[2935 calculated; the intensities here are simply the Raman peak heights at the 
[ 2885 
associated wavenumDers with respect to the baseline. As the data are counts of 
photon detection events per unit time, Poisson statistics can be applied to deter· 
mine the errors in these ratios. For each peak, the error after smoothing is sim· 
ply 
where Yp is the photon count Cor the peak before the background was subtracted. 
The ratio is expressed as 
and the spectrum displayed using calls to Tektronix Plot 10 TeS subroutines. 
Typical errors were in the order of 3-5% (see fig. 3.4). 
Phase transition temperatures were obtained from the thermal profiles gen· 
erated when the two collections of order parameters from a series of Raman spec-
trum runs were plotted against temperature. The solid curves drawn were not 
mathematical fits, but were rendered by eye to be indicators of the trends in the 
data. Typically the transition manifested itself as an abrupt increase in the value 
of a parameter over a small temperature range; the temperature at the mid-point 
of this rise is quoted as the transition temperature, and is determined graphically 
by extending the order parameter versus temperature curve on either side of the 
transition past its adjacent inflection point, and constructing a vertical line 
between these two limits that intersects the experimental curve midway. The 
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figure 3.4 
Raman spectrum or CI8:O-CBS in 2 M Li+ at :?O0 C, 
a ) before, and 
b) after smoothing the data and subtracting a 
fitted background profile. 
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temperature at wbicn lbis vertical line rests IS taken as thc transition tempera-
tu re, and the length of the line between the limits is taken as being the magni-
tude of change in the associated order parameter through the transition. This 
graphical analysis procedure is illustrated in a set of test profiles generated (rom 
a series of runs run of a DPPCjH20 system, presented in the following chapter 
lfig. 4.2). A short program was written to display both profiles (or a given set of 
Raman spectra on a single set of axes, and a listing of this routine is presented in 
Appendix 2. 
• &4· 
CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this work bilayer systems of various species of cerebroside sulphate (CBS) 
in aqueous cation solutions were examined, as previously described. By using 
speeies of CBS with varying chain-length asymmetry , in this case the fatty acid 
chain being 18, 24, or 26 carbons in length as compared with the effective 14 car-
bon chain length of the sphingosine base, the effect of asymmetry 00 the proba-
bility of interdigitated chain packing was observed. Expected to be even more 
pronounced than the effcct or the chain lengths were the various interactions due 
to the negatively-charged beadgroups. With this in mind, each CBS species was 
examined in the presence of two cations of differing hydrated ionic size, Li+ and 
K+, usually at a concentration of 2 M but in a few cases at one quarte r of this. 
The aim here was to determine the kinds of effects the resulting shielding of the 
sulphate charge produced. These concentrations and cations were chosen 
specifically to match those used by Boggs el.al. in their recent studies of CBS 
using DSC and ESR [26-28J. CBS, having an amide group (NH) and many 
hydroxyl groups (OH) associated with both the sugar· ring and the interfacial 
region or the lipid, is thought to interact strongly with the aqueous phase and 
neighboring lipid molecules though hydrogen bonding. Tbis effect is also studied 
by investigating a ... ariant of tbe IS-carbon acyl chain species of CBS (CI8:~ 
CBS) with one additional hydroxyl group attached to this chain (C18:0h·CBS). 
A series of some C·H stretching region Raman spectra collected with increa.or 
ing temperatures for a dispersion of C18:()"CBS in 2 M K+is illustrated in fig. 4.1. 
The various changes in the spectral contour with changes in the sample tempera· 
ture, as noted earlier, are clearly evident especially when the lipid chains develop 
gat/che ·conformers as the bilayers in the dispersion make the transition to the 
fluid phase. The temperature profiles (or this system and the others investiga.ted 
figure 4.1 
Several Raman spectra of C18;O-CBS in 2 M K+ at 
different temperatures, illustrating the changes in the 
C-H stretch vibrational modes as the chains develop 
gauche -conformers. 
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are presented in figures 4 ... to 4.11 for the 2 molar cation dispersions of t.he t hree 
non·hydroxylated CBS spec ies, in figures 4.12 to 4.14 for C 1 8:~CBS in 0.5 M Li+ 
and C26:O-CBS in 0.5 M Li+ and K+ respectively, and in figures 4.15 and 4.16 for 
C18:0h·CBS in 2 M K+ and 0.5 M Li+ respectively. The upper cu rve in each 
figure reflects changes in the speet ral parameter R2= 12S4S (.6.), and the lower I ,.., 
. f~~ . . 
curve reflects changes In R 1= 1::885 (0) as the sample temperature IS lDereased. 
No spectra were collected where tbe temperature of the sample was gradually 
decreased in small increments. The relevant. data. drawn (rom these profiles are 
presented in table 4.1. 
4.1 DPPC and MSPC 
As a basis (or comparing values of R J and R2 obtained for CBS, and as a 
test of the procedures and apparatus used in this study, thermal profiles of 
dispersions of dipalmitoyJ pbosphatidyl choline (DPPC) and I-myristoyl 2-
stearoyl phosphatidyl choline in excess H20 were generated, and are presented in 
figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The profile for DPPC matches similar profiles 
obtained for this well-characterized system elsewhere [eg., 12], a.nd the obtained 
value (or T m of 41.1 ~ C is t he accepted value both by DSC and previous Raman 
investigations. The pro6Jes for MSPC are far too fiat and broad to use as a com-
parison, probably owing to insufficient evaporation of the solvent in which the 
lipid was stored prior to dispersion in the H20 , and are included on ly for com-
pleteness. 
4.2 C18:0-CBS in 2M Li+ 
Two sets of data for C I8:Q.-CBS in 2:Vf Li+, one for a dispersion sto red a.t 
_10 0 C (as were most of the 2M cation solution samples in this study), and one 
for a dispersion stored at room temperature, about 20±2° C, are presented in 
figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively . The principal purpose of testing storage effects , 
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Table 4.1 Thermal Profile Data 
~y~tem T.(R,) I T.(R,) I R,' I R./ I "'R, I "'R, I 
C I8 :o-CBS + 2M K+· 6S·C M·C 0.30 O.iO 0.44 0.28 ,h"" 
C I8 :o-CBS + 2M Li"i"· 48 49 0.28 0.75 0.33 0.21 ,h"" 
C I8:O-CBS + 2M K"i" (53),60 60 0.33 O.iS (0.06),0.33 0.27 ,harp 
C 18:()..CBS + 2M Li"i" SO 51 0.42 0.75 0.38 0.25 roe<!. ,harp 
C21:()..CBS + 2M K"i" 40,62 40,59 0.33,0.41 0.72,0.83 0.07,0.19 ,h;vp in HI 
CZI:O-CBS + 2M Li"i" 52 54 0.34 0.i2 0.29 0.28 broad 
C26:()..CBS + 2M K+ 57 55 0.39 0.82 0.30 0.22 I.o>d 
C26:()..C BS + 2M Li+ 54 52 0.33 0.71 0.27 0.29 bro>d 
CI8:()..CBS + 0.5M Li"i" 54 53 0.28 0.61 0.26 0.19 ,harp 
C26:()"CBS + O.SM K"i" .3 63 0.30 0.73 0.38 0.19 broad 
CZ6:()..CBS + O.SM Li"i" 52 51 0.27 0.49 0.38 0.43 ,h"" 
CI8:0b-CBS + 2M K+< ::::::q5! =7S! 0 .• 0.' 
CI8:0b-CBS + 0.5M Li"i" 53 53 0.36 0.7\ 0.18 0.14 ,harp 
DPPC + H2O 'I 'I 0.33 O.H 0.33 0.18 ,barp 
MSPC + H2O ,. 0.40 0.25 bro>d 
20·C below To. 
. 
,ample stored at ambient room temperature (20· C). 
large ~atter in the data; mO!tly indeterminate. 
figures 4.2, 4.3 
Temperature profiles ror DPPC and MSPC. respec-
tively, in water. The upper curve (A) is derived rrom 
the Raman feature intensity ratio 1284;, and the lower I",,, 
.. . 1?;g3;, 
curve (0) IS denved from the ratIO IZ8% ' 
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IX 
even though the samples had all been heated to above their main transition tem-
peratures for 2-5 minutes, was to assess the validity of their comparison with the 
few 0.5 M ca.tion dispersions which were previously investigated in the present 
study , and which had not been stored in a freezer. 
The cold-stored dispersion shows a sharp transition at 50 a.nd 51 ~ C in the 
R\ and R2 data, respectively. The relative change in the disorder in the lipid 
chain packing th rough the transition is comparable to values obtained in a simi-
lar way for DPPC, 6.R I being 0.38 as opposed to 0.33 and ~R 2 being 0.25 as 
opposed to 0.18. 
Values for R2 at 20' C below T ... are nearly identical to those for DPPC: 
R2=0.74 for this sample compared to 0.75 for DPpe, whereas C18:O-CBS in 2 M 
Lj+ S~ ~ms to exhibit a greater tendency to disorder at lower temperatures in the 
RI data than does DPPC. 
The temperature profiles for this dispersion after being stored at ambient 
temperature are similar (fig. 4.5). The R2 profile is nearly identical to that in the 
cold-stored case in fig. 4.4, having a slightly lower T!II of 49~ C. T m in the R J 
data was 48' C, and 6.R 1 is 'comparable to its value in the former case, but the 
enti re RI prolHe appears to be shifted downwards with respect to the former 
profile. As this shift does not occur in the R2 profile a sys tematic error involving 
the removal of the large background feature present in all of the CBS spectra col-
lected might be expected. This unfortunate possibility arises from tbe sheer 
difficulty in removing tbe background, and supports t he need for the redundancy 
obtained by choosing to derive two spectral parameters for Raman features whose 
intensity-versus-temperature behavior is derived from similar mechanisms. 
4.3 C18:O-CBS in 2 M K+ 
Again, two sets of profiles were obtained for C18:O-CBS dispersions stored at 
-10 and 20~ C, but this time for the lipid in the presence of 2 M K+ (fig. 4.6, 4.7). 
For the cold-stored sample T ... = 60' C in both the R, and ~ profiles; there 
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appears to be a slight indication of a pre-transition at 53'" C in the RI data, but 
this is nol seen in the upper curve. The transition is sharp and of a similar mag· 
nitude as that for the 2 M Li+ ·buffered samples of this CBS species, and the rela· 
tively temperature-insensitive nature of both R\ and R~ is also shared between 
the samples as contrasted with the simpler DPPC system. Till is :=::::lO'" C higher 
in 2 M K+ than in 2 M Li+ as obtained here. 
Generally, the RI and Rz profiles seen in fig. 4 .• were very similar to those in 
fig. 4.6, except that upon closer inspection the ambient·stored R2 profile is on the 
whole shifted to slightlY higher disorder with respect to the curve in fig. 4.6, 
while the R j profiles are this time very close. The temperature of the single phase 
transition is Till = 65 and 6"~ C for the R j and R~ data respectively, which is 
slightly nigher than in fig. 4.6. It might be suggested that in addition to a small 
systema~;c error present in one of the sets of reduced Raman spectra the bilayers 
in the ambient-stored sample appear to be genuinely more ordered which would 
follow from the small increase in Till seen both in the R) and Rz profiles. The 
presence ot differences tor whatever reason between the two sets ot profiles forces 
a cert~in amount of caution when interpreting the results of the few 0.5 M cation 
dispersions studied; this will be discussed later. 
J. Boggs et.al. have obtained various t ransition temperatures for CI8:(}.CBS 
both in 2 M K+ and 2 M Lj+ using DSC techniques [26,271. Their results, 
obtained with both heating aod cooli ng runs at 10~ C/min. and corrected for 
instrumental hysteresis , show one or more smaller-enthalpy events in addition to 
the main reature, ascribed to the transition to the fl.uid phase, ror all CBS species. 
These smaller peaks correspond to phase t ransitions not seen in the present data; 
most of them are described by these researchers as metastable, and are strongly 
dependent on the sample preparation and history. Comparing their Vlllues for 
the principal transition temperature Till for beating runs only of C 18:O-CBS, 
they found T ... =63.9 and 5 1.4 ~ C for 2 M K+ and Li+ buffers respectively , with 
which the values reported here for both the cold- and ambient-slored samples of 
these systems agree fairly welL Overall, the data presented here do not seem to 
indicate interdigitated packing in bilayers of CI8:O-CBS under the conditions 
employed. 
4.4 C24:O-CBS in 2 M Li+ 
Unlike the nearly-symmetric CI8:O-CBS, this lipid was expected to exhibit 
interdigitated packing effects which would be evident if more than just the chain 
melting transition was observed. As seen in fig. 4.8, only a single broad transition 
occurring at T m =52 and 54~ C for the R, and Rz profiles, respectively, takes 
place for bilayers of this species of CBS in the presence of 2 M Li+. These tem-
peratures are comparable to those obtained for the shorter acyl chain CI8:O-CBS 
in the same buffer. For reference, the R. profile is similar to that in fig. 4.1 for 
DPPC. The Rz profile is largely temperature-insensitive below about 40 g C. This 
contrasts with finite slope of DPPC's Rz curve. A possible explanation for the 
broadness of the transition might be that at this temperature islands of lipid in 
the bilayer begin to adopt a different (interdigitated) packing arrangement, but 
that headgroup interactions are such that those transitions are not very coopera-
tive and thus these altered-phase islands tend to remain isolated. Caution should 
be exercised here, as by itself this interpretation violates the equilibrium phase 
rule and so to be viable other factors or non-equilibrium conditions must be 
involved. 
4.5 C24:0-CBS in 2 M K+ 
A change in the chain ordering as.;.ociated with a change in th~ packing 
arrangement of the lipid chains is seen at 40' C in both temperature profiles for 
C24:O-CBS in the presence of 2 M K+ as presented in fig. 4.9. The main transi-
tion occurs at 62 and 59· C in the R. and R:! data respectively, again about the 
same as for CI8:O-CBS in 2 M K+ despite the longer acyl chain. The profiles are 
of near-zero slope below each of the two phase transitions, again in contrast to 
DPPC whose acyl chains do not interdigitate in bilayers to any appreciable 
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extent. t:.R ,=0.07 and t:.R 2=0.08 across Till' in comparison with these values 
for the main lipid chain melting event where ~R l=O.lgj oddly, this transition as 
seen in the upper profile is marked by an abrupt increase in the rate or disorder-
ing as opposed to the disordering itself. The slope of this curve ahove Tillis the 
same as that for the R, profile, but has no ordering change at Till unlike that 
latter curve. It seems that at least for this system there is an abrupt increase in 
the vibrational coupling between the terminal CH3 and predominating CH2 
groups in the chains without an abrupt decrease in the interchain CH2-CH2 mode 
coupling at Till, and that after this temperature only the latter coupling changes, 
at a steady rate. 
This behavior below the second (main) transition,·T III; is strikingly similar to 
that observed for the 24-carbon acyl chain sphingomyelin/H20 system investi-
gated by Levin e.l.al. /24], whose interpretation of the smaller transition was that 
the bilayers went from a mixed interdigitated phase to a partially interdigitated 
one as described in the Introduction. They found R, to change from 0.31 to 0.42 
at 48.5°C and then to 0.78 at 54.5·C with no significant slope in the profile 
between these transitions. Their ~ da.ta behaved similarly. In comparison, fat 
C24:Q-CBS in K+, Rl changes from 0.33 to 0.44 at 40~ C and then to 0.65 at 
62 6 C. This correlation would be expected if the K+ in thc buffer almost totally 
shielded the negative charge in the sulphate of the CBS headgroups, virtually 
removing the interheadgroup repulsion due to tbis charge making the resulting 
CBS system much more like the SPM system. Owing to the similarity of the two 
data sets, Levin t:l.al. 's interpretation is adopted here as well, meaning that evi-
dence of interdigitated packing is seen implicitly in 2 M K+ but not in 2 M Li+ 
for C24:O-CBS. 
Again a comparison of these results are made with the calorimetry data of 
Boggs. For C24:O-CBS they found that Till =6g.0 and 55.6- C in 2 M K+ and Li+ 
respectively, heating at 10° Cjmin. Upon cooling from the fluid phase these tem-
peratures were 54.Q and 43.10 C respectively, indicating a large degree of sample 
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hysteresis (as beCore, their values Cor T",: are corrected (or instrumental bys-
teresis). Tbe values reported in the CUf:l.>:l~ study lie between t hese warming and 
cooling values. Metastability is not seen. 
4.6 C26:Q-CBS in 2 M Li+ 
The two temperature profiles (or the 26-carbon acyl chain species oC CBS in 
the presence of 2 \( Lj+ is virtually indistinguishable from that of the 24-carbon 
acyl chain species (fig. 4.10). There is no explicit evidence oC a pre-transition 
between gel states of different , probably interdigitated, phases but the same sin-
gle, broad tcallsition seen in fig. LB. This behavior would be expected to some 
degree as tile two species are very similar ) differing in only two methylene units 
in the acyl chain. However, the transition temperature itseir, 54 and 52~ C in the 
R\ and Rz curves respectively, are also identical to that Cor C24:O-C85 in 2 M 
Li+. It would appear that unlike Cor the case of simpler phospholipids such as 
DPPC and otbers, T m is determined more by headgroup interactions than hydro-
carbon chain lengths. 
4.7 C26:O-CBS in 2 M K + 
Following from the above results, we would expect to see evidence of interdi· 
gitation in this system as in C24:O-CB5 in the presence of 2 M K+. In this case, 
however, such behavior is not clearly sC(!n (fig. 4.11). Although there is a hint of 
a change in the temperature sensitivity of the hydrocarbon chain ordenng at 
about 30-40' C in both the RI and R2 data, this evidence is not compelling. Sub· 
sequent series of spectra collected to generated new profiles for this system were 
of no additional aid in clarifying this observation as these profiles suffered an 
even greater data spread. Transition temperatures of 57 and 55~ C in the lower 
and upper curves respectively are also somewhat lower than for C24:O-CB5 and 
C18:()'CBS in this cation at this concentration, though still marginally higher 
thanTm in2MLi+. 
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figures 4.4-4.11 
Temperature profiles generated from Raman data for 
various species of non·hydroxylated CBS in 2 M 
caLon solutions. 
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The DSC results of Boggs and her group differ considerably from tbese 
reported values. Tbey found that upon heating a single large enthalpy event 
occurred at Tift =59.go C and a large event, and then two small events, occurred 
at 60.5,56.7,and54.9 0 C upon cooling back down from tbe liquid crystalline pbase 
in :2 M Li+. In In :2 M K+ they observed three transitions at 68.8, 71.5, and 
74.8 0 C upon heating and two events, at 67 and 63 0 C, upon cooling (27]. The 
resulting discrcpancies bctween these results and those for this system obtained 
here cannot at present be adequately explained. ~o Ramao spectra were collected 
in which the samples were cooled from the 6uid phase, and so hysteresis effects in 
all of these CBS samples were not investigated. 
4.8 C 18:0h·CBS in 2 M K+ 
W~i1e the large, broad background supposedly associated witb the O-H 
stretching at the beadgroups is observed for all the dispersions investigated, fo r 
Raman spectra of C18:0h-CBS the feature proved to be markedly more intense 
and situated almost exactly beneath the C-II stretching modes. This made sub-
traction of the feature very difficult as the greatest chang~ in curvature for the 
feature couldn't be explicitly fitted against, and as a result the extracted Raman 
spectra were very noisy. Also observed in most of the CBS spectra collected, 
above T!II this background contour generally seemed to broaden and lessen in 
intensity. This made removal of the feature somewhat easier fo r these spectra, 
although as seen in fig. 4.12 the resulting temperature profiles fo r C18:0h-CBS in 
2 M K+ are still mostly indeterminate. 
The~e is an indication in the profiles of a change in the temperature sensi-
tivity at 75-80' C. However, it is entirely possible that this is a. reflection of the 
fact that the character of the background peak changes in this temperature 
range. If it is safe to interpret the background feature as arising from beadgroup 
hydrogen bonding interactions that change at T!II' then fat this system we adopt 
this temperature as an estimate of the main gel-6uid phase transition tempera-
ture. Boggs d.al. report that upon heating at 100 C/min. this system undergoes 
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aD enthalpy event at 67.0" C and a larger one at T rn =8.3.4" C. They interpret 
this :=::::20" C increase in T," over that for the non-hydroxylated lipid version of 
this system as indication that indeed the additional OH group increases the 
hydrogen bonding interactions occurring at the head group region, aided by the 
increased shielding effects of the K+ catioo. 
4,9 C18:0- and C18:0h·CBS in 0.5 M Li+ 
.-\S seen in fig. 1.13 and 4.l4, both the hydroxylated and non-hydroxylated 
form~ of C18:CBS behave very similarly. The visual appearance of both the R J 
and n~ spectral parameter versus temperature curves are essentially identical. all 
four inJicating T m =53 or 54" C. The two profiles in the non-hydroxylated lipid 
system profiles seem shifted to higher order hy a value of 0.1 with re>pect to 
those io fig. 4.13; as the transition temperatures or profile shapes are not affected 
by this shift, it seems to have little physical relevance and we can conclude that, 
according to the observations made here, the equilibrium phase behavior of these 
two systems is identical and that here the presence of the additional OH group 
makes little difference. It is possible that, as the Li+ cation seems to sh ield the 
repulsive headgroup sulphate charge to a lesser degree than K+ , this additional 
OH is preycnted from engaging in interheadgroup hydrogen bonding interactions 
for a similar reason as to why T!"II is ~lO Q C lower in Li+ than in K+. 
Again reference is made to the DSC results available for CBS. Here it is 
found that, even in 2 M Li+, C18:()..CBS did not fOfm the higher-temperature 
phase described by Boggs et.af. as a stable phase at 83.4D C that was seen in 2 M 
K+ upon heating. 
4.10 C26:O-CBS in 0 .5 M Li+ and K+ 
The relevant profiles, contained in figs. 4.15 and 4.16, follow the behavior 
noted in most of the other CBS systems studied in the more concentrated 2 M 
cation dispersions. They sbow single transitions at 52 and 51 0 C in the R, and R2 
- 78 . 
6gures 4.12, 4.13 
Temper.l.ture profiles for C18:0h~CBS, in 2 M K+ and 
0.5 M Li+ respectively. 
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data. in Li+ and 63" C for both curves in 0.5 \1 K+. This is somewhat contrary to 
expectations, as a decrease in cation concentration should produce a decrease in 
T m as the repulsive effects between the head groups are shielded less and less. 
The result here suggests that perhaps even at 0.5 M concentrations the maximum 
degree of shielding for either cation has already been reached; this is discussed 
later. 
Earlier it was noted that for these lower concentration s:\mpJes long term 
stof!lge effects might be present . Relative to the profiles in the 2 M cation disper-
sion both R, and It:! in fig. 4.15 and R, in fig. 4.16 are very fiat and representa-
tive of a highly ordered bilayer phase below Till' It has been suggested that this 
might be indicative of the formation of a dehydrated lipid phase during storage. 
Additionally, since the cation effect on T m persists, the bilayers seem to become 
fully hydrated prior to the main lipid transition. 
4.11 Discussion 
Before discussing the results described (or the CBS thermal profiles, a discus-
sion of the background feature encountered in the course of this investigation is . 
in order. In an attempt to isolate the cause oC the massive background Ceature 
underlying the C-H stretching region in all of the CBS Raman spectra. collected , a 
survey of spectra of various systems was undertaken with the assistance of J. Jer-
rett at Memorial University. Among the systems examined were pure water , the 
2.0 ~f ionic solutions used to disperse the CBS lipids, a 3 M solution of sucrose in 
water, pure ethanol, and a dispersion in water of variable-chainlength phospba-
tidyl inositol extracted from n~tural sources. Also examined were 020 , and a 
dispersion of C18:~CBS in 020. 
The Raman spectrum of pure H20 at 11 0 C showed the O-H stretching 
feature lying between 3000 cm ~ 1 and 3700 em - i with a shoulder at 3225 em-I 
and a maximum at 3450 cm ~ i, some 400 em -I beyond the observed ma..ximum in 
the CBS spectra on average. Upon freezing, the shoulder and peak in this 
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figures 4.14-4 .16 
Temperature profiles, as in figs. 4.4-4.11 , for non· 
hydroxylated CBS in 0.5 M cation solutions_ 
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stretcbing feature became more sharply defined and reversed positions, occurring 
at 3350 em-I and 3140 em-! respectively, which is still beyond the CBS hack-
ground peak. This behavior has been documented in the literature (for example, 
see [41]) by other researchers. The presence of 2.0 M K+ or Li+ seemed not to 
affect either the location of this feature or its contour to any appreciable amount, 
at least at temperatures between 10 and 60° C. Raman spectra of sucrose in H:!O 
showed three C-H stretching features at 2900, 2940, and 2970 em-I, well 
separated from the O-H stretching feature. Ethanol spectra did not show any 
appreciable evidence of O-H stretching at all, but the molecule's C-H st retching 
region was well resolvea. 
Thl! Raman spectra of the phosphat idyl inositol (PI) dispersion , which 
involves a headgroup based on a sugar residue linked through a phosphate group 
to the glycerol and acyl chains, were similar to the sucrose spectra in that the 0-
H band was not at all intense and was removed Crom the C- H st retching region. 
Phosphatidyl choline (PC) dispersion spectra also show the water band clearly, 
though as was the case with the PI and sugar spectra this band was much less 
intense than the C-H region as a. ..... hole and adjacent to it, not superposed with 
it. 
D20 spedra look much like water spectra, except that the D-O stretching 
band was located between 2200 and 2700 em-I, as expected. When a sample of 
C18:0h-CBS was prepared in 0 20 and run in the spectrometer, however, there 
was still present at ~29oo em-I a very intense b:lckground feature , very much 
like the O-H band for water in appearance. The O:P band was also evident. This 
in itself seems to indicate that most if not all of this bac)cground band arises from 
the lipid molecules, which contain Oll groups, as opposed to a 1)..0 stretch 
between the lipid headgroups and the O2°. Caution must be exercised in this 
interpretation because deuteron-proton exchange can take place between the lipid 
and its aqueous envi ronment fairly quickly with the result that significant 
amounts of H20 can appear in tbe buffer. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the 
feature in both D~O and H~O is very similar at comparable temperatures. The 
tact that this feature is most intense for dispersions of hydroxylated CBS is also 
in agreement with this interaction argument, as is the observation that the shift 
in frequency of the feature is greatcst for hydroxylated CBS. 
A final observation is the fact that, without e:IC'eption, this background 
feature is drastically modified upon the transition of the CBS bilayers into their 
liquid crystalline states. The broad feature is centered at ;:::;:3000 cm - I for the 
non-hydroxylate<! CBS dispersions and ;:::;:2900 em-I (or CI8:0h-CBS in 2 M K+ 
only, with a shoulder at ;:::;:3400 em - I. At T m the intensity of this peak falls off 
markedly, and the feature broadens even further; tbe component (arming the 
shoulder seems little-changed, and it becomes clear that this is just the O-H 
stretching mode o( the excess H20 in the lipid dispersion re-emerging from the 
rest of the background (see fig. 4.17). An explanation for this behavior might be 
as follows; in the 611id phase the head groups of lipid molecules interact less 
strongly with one another due in part to increased repulsive effects between the 
hydrocarbon chains as gauche conformcrs arise in them, so that the two-
dimensional lateral motion associated with lipids in this phase occurs. Any hydro-
gen bonding effects between adjacent headgroups would be lessened both by phy-
sical separa.tion and screening effects of the caLions in the buffer. If this back-
ground feature arises due to such interactions, it would be expected to decrease in 
magnitude upon the system entering the liquid crystalline phase. 
In all of the Don-hyd!Dxyla.ted CBS - cation systems studied at thermal 
equilibrium, the maio gel-LC transition temperature T ... was always :::::::;50_5.5° C 
in the presence of 2.0 M Li+ a9d ;:::;:60-65° C for a similar concentration of K+. 
Thus it would seem that headgroup effects are more important in establishing the 
main transition temperature than the lengths of the acyl chains, contrary to the 
case for the non-charged phospholipids such as PC's "'ith either symmetric of 
asymmetric chain lengths [12,231. As an eX3.mple of the magnitude of the effect of 
chain length in PC's, dimyristoyl PC (14 carbon chains) has a transition tempera-
ture of 23.8°C, dipalmitoyl PC (16 carbon chains) has T,.. = 41.1°C as 
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figure 4.17 
Changes in the raw Raman spectral profiles for 
C l8:O-CBS in 2 M Li+ at three temperatures. Note 
the abrupt drop in magnitude of the large O-H stretch 
- like background feature when the lipid bilayer tran-
sitions into the fluid phase. 
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mentioned earlier, and distearoyl PC (18 carbon chains) has T", = 53.5· C. The 
increase in T", for the various non-hydroxylated species of CBS studied follows a 
decrease in the hydrated ionic radius or K+ over that of Li+. K+ tends to have a 
greater affinity for the negatively-charged sulphate in CBS than Li+, and conse-
quently shields this charge to a larger extent with the result that inter-headgroup 
repuLsion becomes lesser and the integrity of the bilayer increases. 
In light of the abo\'e, it would be expected that the concentration of the 
cation used in preparing the dispersions also has an affect on T",. This effect is 
not observed in the present data, as for example for CI8:O-CBS in 0.5 M Li+ 
T '" ~53· C (as averaged bctween the values for the RI and R2 profiles) and in 2 
t-.f Li+ T '" ~Ig~ C. The difference in the main transition temperature here is in 
the opposite sense to what is expected. Since the 0.5 M dispersion shows 
increased overall chain ordering as reftect.ed (i) by the disproportionately large 
12885 ,,,, _1 values giving rise to the abnormally low values for RI and R2, and (ii) a 
moderate increase in T m over that in the 2 M dispersion, storage of this sample 
at 20~ C seems to have a small but definite ordering effect on the bilayers. Turn-
ing to the ~6:O-CBS results, the measure T", for this lipid in 2 and 0.5 M Li+ is 
~5 1 and ~53~ C, respectively, and are nearly identical despite the change in tbe 
cation concentratioo. For this CBS specIes in K+ there is a difference in the tran-
sition temperature, again an inc rease, trom T m ~56~ C in 2 M K+ to T '" ~Q C 
in 0.5 m K+ , but T", for the more concentrated cation dispersion seems too low 
for reasons that a re not understood. The behavior for C26:O-CBS in the half 
molar cation solution is very similar to tbat tor the C18:O-CBS lipids in the two 
molar solutions, thus preserving the chain length-independent nature ot T I!I and 
the dependence on cation type as previously mentioned, but showing no cation 
concentration effects. 
The re3.S0n why a decrcase in the cation concentra.tion trom 2 to 0.5 molar 
produced no significant change in the main transition temperature tor either of 
the cations used might be connected with the relatively high value of these 
- QI-
concentrations as compared to those found in natural systems where CBS occurs. 
If we look at a possible mechanism of the cation-sulphate ion association, wc rcal-
ize that at very low coDcentration there is a competitioD between the free H20's 
affinity for the negative charge on the SOi and the water molecules associated 
with the hydrated cations, resulting in an equilibrium concentration of the cation 
at the bilayer surface which might be comparable to that in the surrounding 
aqueous phase. At higher concentrations of cation, however, a saturation point is 
reached where no further cations become "attached" to the bilayer surface; above 
this point an increase in the bulk cation concentration will not affect the concen-
tration at the beadgroups. The magnitude of the screening effect is still depen-
dent on the c3tioo·s effective radius, because in order to screen the 503- charge 
the catioos have to be more or less between the headgroups of the CBS moleeules 
which is a more difficult condition to fulfill as the ionic radius increases. 
In DSC studies of C16, ClS, and C24:O-CB5 io Na+ and K+ Boggs reports 
that indeed the t.rend to higher values for T m with higher cation concentration 
levels off [26, fig.3J. This effect is much more pronounced tor K+ in her data than 
for Na+, and one would extrapolate even greater than for Li+ , which is larger still 
in the hydrated state. The saturation point seems to occur at about 0.5 molar for 
both Na+ and K+; in retrospect it would be beneficial to further pursue this 
phenomena with Ramao studies of CBS at cation conceotrations lower than 0.5 
M. Another variable that might be investigated using Raman scattering is the 
valency of the cation; DSC studies have previously indicated that in the cations 
Ca~+ and ~rg2+ CBS bilayers behave similarly as when they exist in the presence 
of Li+ [26J. 
4.12 Summary 
In point form the conclusions that caD be drawn from the preeeding results 
are as follows; 
- Q2-
figure 4.18 
Illustration of the inversion in the trend of ionic 
radius upon hydration of the alkali cations (from 
Finean, Coleman, and Michell, 1Q84). 
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1. The interactions at the bilayer-water interlace bety,een the headgroups and 
themselves, the head groups and whatever cation is in the water phase, and 
the headgroups and the water itself have been shown to be the predominant 
factors in setting the gross thermotropic behavior of CBS bilayers. 
2. T III ~50-55f C for all of the non-hydroxylated CBS dispersions in :1 M Li+ 
and T III ~60-65~ C (or these lipids in 2 M K+ , indicating that the screening 
effect of these cat ions on the 503- cha rge is substantially greater for potas-
sium than for lithium. The degree of screening seems inversely proportional 
to the hydrated cation radius. 
3. That the relative degree of screening between K+ and Li+ is apparently 
nnchar.ged by quartering the concentration of these cations in the CBS 
dispersion from 2 molar to 0.5 molar seems to indicate that the S03- ions are 
satu rated by bound cations, and screened to nearly the full extent capable 
by the respective cation. 
4. Prolonged storage above tbe freezing point of the buffers has an increased 
ordering effect on the bilayers of the 0.5 molar dispersions, which is not 
removed by heating of the samples to above Till for 2-5 minutes. Dehydra-
tion ot the bilayers near T m is unlikely as the cation screening effeets remain 
through the transition, but it might exist at lower temperatures prior to tbe 
main transition. 
5. The hydrocarbon chain length asymmetries and their effects upon the 
interaction between the chains makes possible a variety of packing 
configurations under different conditions. With the headgroup charge provid-
ing some of the repulsive interactions that balance the attractive rorces pro-
vided through tbe hydrophobic effect and any hydrogen bonding or Van der 
Waals forces , not to mention Coulombic interactions, that exist, one might 
expect there to be I~scr constraints on the precise packing scheme adopted 
by the chains. The presence ot K+ seems to enhance the tendency or CBS 
bilayers to interdigitate, perhaps by increasing these constraints and making 
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interdigitated packing more energetically favorable. From ESR studies [28[ it 
has been concluded that the longer-cbain CBS species (arm a stable mixed-
interdigitated phase below ~35-45 " C, and adopt a metastable partially-
interdigitated phase upon cooling from the liquid crystalline phase prior to 
reaching these temperatures. The observed pbase beha\"ior of C24:O-CBS in 2 
M K+ correlates well with that of bilayer systems of the neutral lipid 
C24:sphingomyclin, showing progressive fo rmation of both 01 these interdigi-
tated states. The (act that Li+ seems to inhibit formation of anyone stable 
(interdigitated) phase has been observed by Boggs tor this lipid as well [281. 
6. The myriad at so-called metastab le phases observed by Boggs et .al. in thei r 
DSC and ESR studies are not seen in the present results; only the fo rmation 
of the fluid phase from tbe gel phase is explicitly seen in the thermal profiles 
in most cases. This probably stems, in short , from the different sample his-
tories for the Ra man results, eac h being essentially a series of short incuba-
t ions as opposed to those for the DSC scans. The present experiments were 
performed with the sam ples always at constant temperature. 
7. Adding an OH group to the aHI chain of C 18:O-CBS to (ofm C18:0b-CBS 
ap pears to increase T til substantially as seen here in changes of the broad 
background featu re removed prior to analysis of all the CBS spectra, 
presumably related to headgroup hyd rogen bonding interactions, when the 
lipid is d ispersed in K+ but not in Li+. Again, the hssening o( inter-
headgroup Coulombic repulsion through the screening effects of K+ seems to 
enable the increased hyd rogen bonding associated with th is additional 
hyd roxyl group, as opposed to the case fo r Li+. 
· g6· 
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APPENDlX 1. 
REN ..... * .... *.*.· •• :t .... ' ••• , ... :t ....... ,. ••••• * ••• * .... '.n._' ....... ', •. ": .. '''*".:,.,, ... 
REti • F!T6 . SAS 
3 REti ................................................................ " •• ,. , : .. : •• 
S II Eti 
10 REK THIS PROGRAti IHTEtiPTS TO FIT A Hh-DEGREE PCUNOtiIAL APPROXIltoHION TO A 
15 RE I! 8ACKGROUilD PROFILE AS SAI'lPLED FROII 2700 TO 2825( 11 -1 AND 3000(11-1 10 1HE 
20 REII END OF FILE IH THE CH2-STRETCHIHG hODE REGIOIi IJF A HYDROCARBOH CHAIN 
25 REII RAI'tAN SPEC TRUll. THE PROGRAIt CALCULATES THE StHlPLE TEIIPERATURE USING THE 
30 REI! THERIIISTOIl EOUATION AND THE IIEASUR£D THERI'IlSTQR RESISTANCE, SIIOOTHES 
35 REM THE SPEC TRUll CONTOUR, AND DETERnlt1ES THE RilrlAiI PEAK HEiGHT RATIOS 
40 REI! - 12935/12885 AtlD ~ 12850 /12885. THE RATIO OF Tri E rlAXlr1UrI OF THE NON-
45 REI! CONSTANT PORTION IlF THE FITTED BACKGROUND PRIlF:LE AND THE COHSTArH 
50 REI! ~2 8S0 FEA TURE IS CALCULATEDi THE BACKGROUND IS {HOUGHT DUE 10 O-H 
55 liE!! INTERACTION AT THE HEADGROUP OF LIPIDS . 
100 REI!--------------------LDADDATA--------------- - ---------
110 DIM YCIOOO) 
120 INPUTftliallan stretchlng-llode spectra fllenalle~;IfAn£f 
130 OPEN IMM£f+".DAT" FOR INPUT AS 11\1:0 
140 INPUTftl,RATE \I NPUU1,INTRVL\IF RATE'IIHRVL::I THEil 150 
145 PRINPOATA HOT IN ONE clI-l INCREI!EIHS" \ GOTO 9999 
150 IIIPUH1,XSTART\lHPUill , RTEIIP 
160 TKEl:l/ (0 . 00317662+LOG{RTEI!P) t o.0002B206-t{LOG(RTEIIP) ) '3'0.000002S') 
170 TCEl :: TKEl-273 . 1S 
180 IIIPUTltI,Y{J) \ ON ERROR GOTO 200 
1901='1+1 \ GOTO 180 
200 IF ERR='SO THEil YII):y(I-l) \ RESUIIE 190 
210 IF ERROl 1 THEN 011 ERROR GOTO 0 El SE RESUME 220 
22011:1 \ PRI NT\PRIHT"Flnlshed. LOiloded";H;Kpolnh , " 
230 PRINT XSTARTi"Clt-l to K;XSTART+Nj"CIt-l" 
240 PRIHT"Sallple iIot"iTKELj"K" 
245 PRliH" or"iTCELiKdeg . C" 
250 GOSUB 1400 
260 INPUPNUilBER OF PASSES"iPASS 
270 FOR 1':1 TO PASS 
280 RESTORE 
300 REII -------lEAST SOUARES FOURTH DEGREE POUHOIlIAL FtT-------
302 REII (FIt data stllrted to origin; approx. or tlaclauren serles) 
30J REI! (truncated to n=-'o SCillpled data nli!ar Ra,.an IS CiutMCi-ttcallyl 
304 REH (welghted against sOllewhat by Sa,.plln:j :jap . 1 
305 50:0\5 1 :0\S2=0\S3:0\S~:0\55:0\Sa:0\S7:0\Sa:0 
300 rO=O \Tl:0\T2:0 \T 3:0 \H =0 
307 FOR J=O TO 1 
308 READ XL \IF J"O THEN XL=XSTAR1+5 
310 READ XR\!F J:\ THEN XR=X5TART+N-5VRIHi XLiXR; 
312 IF J:l AND XSTART+N<3040 THEN XL:JOIO 
31::; FOR XX;;(L TO XR\X=IXX-JOOOI/1000 
32050:50+1 \ Sl;Sl+X \ S2:S2+X -2 
322 SJ=S3+X'3 \ S4=S4+X'4\ S5:S5+;('S 
32456::56+;( ' 6 \ S7=S7+X"7 \ S8:SB+X'S \l:-XX-XSHIRT 
326 TO:TO+Y(1) \ Tl:Tl+;(.Y<1) 
328 n"T2+X"2'YIl) \ T3=TJ+X'l'Y<1I \ H=H .. X··4HU, 
330 NEXT XX \ NEXT J\PRltH SO ; "Polnh u ll pled" 
332 Ql=SltSI-S2.S0 \ D2=SI*S2-S3'SO \ Q3.::S1'S3- S4*SO 
-100-
3H IH:Sl'S~-S5'SO \ Q5=S2*S2-S~*SO \ Ob:S2*Sl-SS*SO 
3lb tl7=S2*S4-S6*SO \ 08:SJ*SJ-Sb_SO \ Q9:.SJ_S4-S7'SO 
Jl8 tlIO=S4-S4-SB'SO \ RI:.SI*TO-TIIS0 \ R2:S2ITO-T2-S0 
340 Rl:SJITO-iJ'SO \ R4=S,,*TV-H*SO 
342 Ul:tl2'Q2-QI'DS \ U2=tl2*OJ-Ol*06 \ U3=02'04-1I1'117 
J44 U4:tlJ*tlJ-ilI08 \ U5=03104-Ql*99 \ U6=04IQ4-01'IIIO 
346 V\:D2*RI-R2101 \ V2=D3IRI-R3*OI \ VJ=il.'RI-IH,Ql 
3.8 8'=U2'U2-U"U~ \ 82=U2*UJ-UIIU5 \ B3=UJIUJ-UI*U6 
JSO Cl =U2 *VI-Ul* 112 \ C2=UJ,Vl-Ul*VJ 
J 55 A4= ( 82*Cl-C2'BI )/( B2*82-B3*Bl ) 
J 60 ,!jJ::(Cl-82*A.)/81 
365 A2=(Vl-UJtA4-U2IAJ) fUl 
370 AI:: {Rl-IH-A4-QJIAJ-Q2'A2 1 10 1 
375 AO= ( TO-S"IA4-SJIAJ-S2'A2-S1IAl )/SO 
500 REI! ---------------SUBTRACT BACKGROUI'ID--- --- - -- --------
510 FOR XX=XSIARI TO XSTART+ )I \X=CXX-JOOO)/l000 
520 YBC I::. AO+A I'X+A2*X ' 2+AJ' X' 3+A~'X' 4 
SjO I=XX-XSTART \ HIl:Y(I )-YBCK \ HOT XX 
535 ytlI~=O 
540 FOR X:2755 TO 2799 \ XT=X-XSTART 
545 nIIN=YIIIHtYCXTl/ 45 \ tiEXT X 
SSO ?RIH T"Y IIIH=" ; YIIIN 
560 ?RJlH"FIHISHED PASS ";P \ HEXT P 
710 XLO,.-XSTART 
no IHPUT"Cut dIsplay wIndow to 3100 CII-l";(l$ 
125 IF O$="H- OR os= "n" THEN XHI=XSTARi+1I ELSE XHI=3100 
730 XlHIHH =XH I -XLlJ\ 60SUB 1000 
800 REII ---------- ----FlNfI 151 THREE PEAKS-----------------
805 PIY=O\P2Y=0\P3Y::O 
810 FOR X=28JO 10 2860\XR=X-XSTART 
820 IF Y<XRl i PlY THEN PlY",YIXRl\P1X= X\END If \ HEXT X 
823 X= IPI X-30001/1 OOO\XX=Pl X-XSTART\PI Y:PI'( - '( IIII'I 
825 PI YERR :SOR(I YIXX) +A O+A I *X+A2*X '2 +A3* X . 3+A4otX " 4 IA5*/.,-5 I f iji') 
830 FIlR X=2860 TO 2900\XR=X-XSTART 
840 IF YIXRl> P2Y THEft P2Y=YCXRl\P2X=x\END IF \ HE XT X 
843 X = (P2X -3000 ) I 1 OOO\XX =P2X - XS T AR T\P2Y"'PU - Yil IN 
8 45 P2Y ERR=SOR( nUX) +AO+A I *X+A2*X ' 2+A3IX "J +A~tX' 4+A5'X ' S ) f ~P) 
850 FOR X=2925 TO 2945\XR=X-XSTART 
8bC IF YOR)PJ'r THEN PJY=Y(XR l\ P3X=X \ EN D IF\NEXT X 
86 3 X = (PJX -3000 I I 1 000 \ XX"PJX - XS T ART\PJY=P 3Y - YII I H 
865 PJYERR:SORI I YIXX) +AO+A 1 *X+ A2* X- 2+A3 U-3 +A4 -X- 4-tA5.X ':)) I H?) 
870 PRIHT;\CALL 110VABS(0%,730% )\C ALL AHIIODE 
872 RA 1 ~P 1'(/P2T 
87 ~ RA 1 ERR=SO RI IP11£RR/ ?1 Y) 2+ {P2YERR / P2Y ) '2) .Rill 
876 PRIIIT" I " ;PIX ; -II ft ;P2X; "=" ;RAI i ft+/~" iRA I ERR 
B80 PRINT; \C ALL 110VAilS {O% ,700% l\C ALL AHI'IO DE 
882 RA2=P3Y/P2Y 
884 RA2ERR=SIlR (I PJYERR / P3Y) "2+ ( PUERR / P2Y) '2J 'RA2 
885 PRLtfi" I- ;P3X; " II" ;P2X; "=" ,RAl i -+1 - " ; RA2ERR 
890 GOSUB 1 ;:OO\PRIN T; \ CALL ilOVABS I OZ I o70l )\C ALL A~/'101lE 
8'5 PRltH"I8c/: / I";P1Xi"="jYBII /P1Y 
999 SLEEP oO\&oro 9999 
1000 REII --+-- --- ---------OISPLAY SUBROUTII'IE---------------------
1005 FOR X=2830 10 2860\XR=X-XSTART 
_101_ 
1010 IF Y<XRJ>PlY THEN P1Y=Y(XR)\PUzX\END IF\NEXT X 
1030 CALL IHiTT(240%)\BDT=Y~III-P1Y.,' 
a40 CALL DIiINDD (XLD, XiiI ,BOT, PI HI. a) \CAlL TIIII'IOO(O%, 1023%,501,7801) 
1050 CALL riOVEAlXLO,y(XLO-XSTAfIT)) 
1060 fOR: X=XLO TO XHI\CALl DRAU,HX,YlX-XSTARl)J\NEXT X 
1070 DX=INT(Xlt4GTHI100)_1O\lr DX<20 THEN OX:20 
1080 PRlt4T\CAll IIOVEA(XlO ,JOTl\CAlL DRAlJiHXHI,BOl) 
1090 FOR: X=XLO+DX TO XHi-DX STEP OX 
1100 XSI: INT i 1023_(X-XlO)/XLHGTH) 
1110 CALL IIOVABS (XSI, 50I)\CALl DRl.IAfjS{XSI,J51)\PRltH i 
1120 CALL IIOVABS{XS%-351,20% )\CAlL At4riODE \ PRIIIT IIlT<X i i 
1130 IiEXT X 
1140 CALL tlOVABS(400%,DI)\CALl AltIIODE\PRIIH"RAIIAN SHIp· (,"-I)"; 
1150 CALL tlO'JABS(OI,770I)\CALl AltIlODE\PRINT IIAriESi 
1155 PRlIH" at"iTCELi"cei. C·; 
1160 RETURN 
1400 REh ---------SAriPlE DATA FuR STANDARD DEViATION-----------
1405 YAV6 =0 \Cl "0 
1410 FOR X=2750 TO 2769 \ XT=X-XSTART 
1420 YAVG:YAVG+Y(XTl/20 \ NEXT X 
1425 PRINPtll!an background{Z750-2770).::";YAV6i" counts· 
lHO FOR X=2750 TO 2769 \ XT.::X-XSTART 
1440 Cl=C1+{yAVG-Y(XT» - 2 \ NEXT X 
1450 5161 ;SQR(C II20) \ SI62=SQRITAVG) 
1460 PRINT"Backsround standard CI!Viatlon'i:" 
1465 PRINT" sls~a(sallpled):·;SI51;" or "il00*SIG1IYA~'G;·I" 
1~67 PRINT" 51gllaiPolsson),::-;Si62i" or "i100-S162/Y;'%;"1" 
1468 PRINT" ratIo:";SIG1ISIG2 
1500 REh ----------------SIIOOTH sUaROuTIHE-----------------------
1510 INPUT"SIiOOTH DATA OVER 1,3,5, OR 7 POINTS";HP\DN::~T(NPI2) 
1520 Dlli YTIIP(/O 
1530 FOR X=XSTART+DH TO XS1;\Ri"'~-DH 
1540 XT;X-DN-XSTART\XR=X-XSTART 
1550 fOR 1=-01( TO DN 
1560 YTIIP ( Xli :YTtiP (XT) tY (XR+ il / HP 
1570 NEXT 1 
1580 NEXT X 
1590 FOR X.::XSTARTtDN TO XSTARr+It-DH\XT=X-DI'I-XST~RT\XR: A -,(SrA~T 
1600 HXR).::YTIiP (Xl) 
1610 NEXT X 
1620 RETURfoi 
liOO REti --------------6E1 iACKGROUIHI "AXrrtUIl------- ------ - ---- -
1710 YBri=O 
17::!O FOR XX=XSTART TO X5iART+N 
li30 X= i XX-3000)/l000 
li40 ¥=AO+AI_X+A2*X':+A3tT3+A4tX" 
1750 IF YHBiI THEN YBri=¥ \EIiD IF \ IIEH /..X 
1760 RETURN 
2000 DH TA 2700 ,2825, 3025,3100 
9999 EHD 
APPENDIX 2. 
10 REM 'f-'." 'Uni:"'1_H·H;lt'U·I.". Te2 .,u-uu It ".'''''''''·''·H ••• ,,*,, "If".' 
20 R£II PLOTS TUO ORDER PARAf1HERS, Rl AND R2, ON SAi!E SET OF AXES. 
JO REt! uu LOAD DATA FILE .. H 
.0 IIfPUT"DATA FILE HAl1P";IU 
SO GPEIf IU+".TC2" FOR INPUT AS 111 
600111 T(100) , R(2,100),E(2,100) 
70INPUTlll,T<IJ,R(I,Il , E/l,ll,R ( 2,lJ,E(2,I J 
81>011 ERROR 6010 100 
90 I ~ I t 1 \ G010 70 
]1)0- IF ERR011 THEN ON ERROR GOlD 0 ELSE RE5UltE 110 
11 0 H:I-l\PRINPlOAD SUCCESSFUL.";N;"POIlHS," 
120 IHPUr"PLOT TITLE1";TITlE$ 
110 CAll IlfITT(HOZ) 
HO CALL HOVA9S(SOI,750Z) 
15i! CALL DRYA.9S(SOZ,50Z1 
160 CAll DRIjABS(1000Z,50Z ) 
170 FOR T:::O iO 100 STEP 10 
180 U",i*9.50+50 
190 CAll 1I0VABSIXI , 40Z1 
200 CALL DRUABSIX%,50Z) 
210 NEXT T 
220 FOR 1(::0 . 2 TO 1.2 STEP 0.1 
230 YI=(R-O.2J*700+50 
240 CAll hOVABS(40% , YXJ 
250 CAll DRUABSi50Z,YZ) 
260 NEXT R 
270 FOR 1=1102 
280 FOR J=O TO It 
290 RtlAX=R(!,JHEiI,J)\RMlltooRii,Jl-Eil,_J) 
300 YMAX%= LRIIAX-0.2 )*700+50\ YMIN%=( RI'!ItH). 2)~70GI50 
Jl0 H=iRiI,Jl-0 . 2)t700+50\XZ=T (J) t9 . 50+50 
320 CALL 1I0VABS(U-5%, Y%) 
J30 CALL DRUABSiXlt5Z, H) 
340 CALL 1I0VABSiU, YIIAX%l 
]50 CALL DRUABSiXZ , Yrii~:O 
J60 NEXT J 
JiO /lEXT I 
J80 fOR R=0.2 TO 1.2 STEP 0 . 2 
190 n;:(R-0 . 2)*700+50 
400 CALll1OVABSiOI,U)\PRltiTi 
-410 CAll AItIlODE \PR INT Ii: 
-420 NEXT II: 
430 FOR T=O TO 100 STEP 20 
HO XZ=Tt9.50+50 
450 CALL nuVABS(U-JOI,20Z)\PRlrlT; 
460 CAll AltIlODE \PR lItT T 
4}0 NEXT i 
~80 CALL 110VABS ( 450Z, (1) \ f'R IMT i 
·HO CALL ANItODE\f'RINT~T(~es. C)" 
S()O CALL t10VABSiOI,390Z)\PRIHr; 
51() CALL ANIIODE\f'IIIIH"R"i 
520 CAll IIOVABSi400Z , i60Z)\PRlrH ; 
530 CAll AIHIODE\PRIIH TlTlO 
540 SLEEP 60 
550 CAll FINiTT(OZ,767%) 



